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Volunteering has come to the fore in these times of austerity and is essential to organisations such
as The Birmingham Civic Society and achieves a great amount of work in the community
8LIIGSRSQMGXYVRHS[RLEWMXWIIQWXSQIVIWYPXIHMRXLI[SVWXSJ
times and the best of times.
8LI [SVWX SJ XMQIW FIGEYWI JSV QER] XLI HIIT ERH PSRKPEWXMRK
REXYVISJMXLEWMQTEGXIHWMKRM½GERXP];ILEVHP]RIIHVIQMRHMRKXLEX
one in four young people in the West Midlands are unemployed.
Many of them are in families where unemployment is no stranger
ERHXLIVIMWWMKRM½GERXIZMHIRGIXLEXIGSRSQMGSYXGSQIWWYGLEWXLMW
pass from one generation to the next.
Meanwhile, depressed consumer spending and an inability to obtain
credit (or perhaps an unwillingness to obtain credit) simply halts the
growth of businesses and in some instances accelerates their likely
demise.
8LIWIEVIMRHIIHXLI[SVWXSJXMQIW
But the best of times?
Whilst no one seeks adversity – or austerity for that matter - it can
VIZIEPWXVIRKXLWERHTVSHYGIFIRI½XW3JXLIWIXLIVIEVIXLVIIXLEX
LEZIWXVYGOQIEWFIMRKTEVXMGYPEVP]WMKRM½GERX
8LI½VWXMWXLIIRSVQSYWWIRWISJGSQQYRMX]XLEXWIIQWXSLEZI
GSQIXSXLIJSVIJYIPPIHTEVXMEPP]F]XLI(MEQSRH.YFMPIIFYXEPWS-
sense, by a feeling that “we are all in this together”.
8LIWIGSRHMWERMRGVIEWIMRIRXIVTVMWIERHIRXVITVIRIYVMEPEGXMZMX]
2EXMSREPP] XLIVILEWFIIRETIVGIRXVMWIMRRI[FYWMRIWWWXEVX
ups - quite remarkable when you consider the gloom that seems to
abound.
And the third is even closer to home (especially when that home is a
civic organisation such as Birmingham Civic Society); it’s volunteering.
(I½RMXMSRW SJ ZSPYRXIIVMRK EFSYRH FYX - VIKEVH MX EW YRHIVXEOMRK
[SVOSVEGXMZMX]JSVRS½RERGMEPTE]QIRXEXJVII[MPP[MXLSYXGSIVGMSR
ERHFIMRKSJFIRI½XXSIMXLIVEGSQQYRMX]SVSVKERMWEXMSR
And volunteering seems to be on the increase – and none more so
than amongst those of retirement age. Age UK estimates that nearly
4.9 million people aged 65 and over in England (that’s 58 per cent of
XLEXWIGXSVSJXLITSTYPEXMSR YRHIVXEOIZSPYRXEV][SVO 2IMXLIVMW
MXVIWXVMGXIHXSLIPTMRKSYXMRGLEVMX]WXSVIW -RGVIEWMRKRYQFIVWEVI
helping deliver projects in both the UK and overseas (Saga now runs
projects that include ‘gap years’ in Africa for those unable to take the
opportunity when they were teenagers).
8LIWEQIWXYH]WLS[IHXLEXTIVGIRXSJSZIVWFIPMIZIHXLEX
volunteering offered them a chance to meet people and make
JVMIRHW 2IEVP]TIVGIRXFIPMIZIHMXKEZIXLIQQSVIGSR½HIRGI
and 76% said it made them feel needed.

% WXYH] F] XLI -RWXMXYXI JSV:SPYRXIIVMRK 6IWIEVGL SR XLI IJJIGX SJ XLI
recession on volunteering concedes that the dynamic effects of a recession
on volunteering are extremely complex. Rising unemployment offers people
QSVIXMQI PEGOSJXMQIFIMRKEWMKRM½GERXFEVVMIVXSZSPYRXIIVMRK ERH]IX
it is also known that those out of work are generally less likely to volunteer
than those in work (37 per cent compared to 44 per cent for formal
volunteering).
2012 looks to be an exceptional year. Already it is reckoned that more than
20 million people in the UK undertake some form of volunteering, donating
more than 100 million hours to their communities every week.
8LI3P]QTMGWERH4EVEP]QTMG+EQIW[SYPHRSXLETTIR[MXLSYXXLI
support of 70,000 Games Makers (an army of volunteers) or 8,000 London
Ambassadors – whilst tens of thousands volunteered to organise Diamond
Jubilee activities.
Birmingham Civic Society is itself, dependent on the work of volunteers – as
has always been the case.
8LMWIHMXMSRSJPerspectives is an excellent example of volunteering in action
and is the work of journalist Adrian Murphy and a team of two designers
studying at Birmingham City University.
8LI]LEZIGSQIXSKIXLIVYWMRKXLIMVS[RXMQIERHI\TIVXMWIXSIRWYVIXLMW
latest issue of Perspectives became a reality (see page 24 for more details).
;LIR-HIWGVMFIXLI[SVOSJXLI7SGMIX]XSXLSWI[LSHSR´XORS[SJMX
the usual response is that the Society must be really proud of the work it
MWHSMRK%RHSJGSYVWIMXMW&YX-EPWSORS[XLIVIMWQYGLQSVIXLEXGSYPH
be done.
8LEX´W[L]-´QOIIRXSLIEVJVSQ]SY¯[LIXLIVSVRSX]SYZSPYRXIIVJSV
us or anyone else. We have a mountain of tasks to be achieved – some
strenuous physically, some strenuous mentally – but each one contributing
to the future (and also the past) of our city.
(VSTQIERIQEMP¯ERH-´PPZSPYRXIIVXSXIPP]SYLS[]SYGERZSPYRXIIV
JSVXLIKSSHSJ&MVQMRKLEQ -X´WYRPMOIP]XSEPXIVXLIGSYVWISJXLI[SVPH
economy but it can certainly help the best of times and banish the worst.

David Clarke is Chaiman of
The Birmingham Civic Society
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SOCIETY MUSIC PLATE
PAYS HOMAGE TO RITZ
City venue hosted music’s greats
8LI6MX^&EPPVSSQMR/MRKW,IEXLLEWFIGSQI
XLI½VWXZIRYIXSFIGSQQIQSVEXIH[MXLE
Birmingham Civic Society Music Heritage Plate
recognising its contribution to popular music
in Birmingham.
One of four music venues run in the 1950s
ERHWF]XLI-VMWLLYWFERHERH[MJIXIEQ
SJ.SI 4E ERH1EV] 1E 6IKERXLI6MX^
&EPPVSSQ[EWSVMKMREPP]XLI-HIEP'MRIQEERH
then a billiards hall before being converted
into a music venue using wood from a
previous Royal Yacht Britannia.
Among those appearing at the York Road
ZIRYI[IVI8LI&IEXPIWWLSVXP]EJXIVXLI
release of Please Please Me8LI6SPPMRK7XSRIW
- along with Jerry Lee Lewis and house band
the Modernaires.
8LIQYWMGLIVMXEKITPEXI[EWIVIGXIHSR.YRI
27 on the outside wall of the venue, now
a Cash Converter shop, by Lord Mayor of
Birmingham, Coun John Lines and is the latest
heritage initiative by the civic society, which
has been responsible for the erection of Blue
Plaques in the city since 1953.
Joining forces with the Birmingham Music
Archive and Kings Heath Centre Partnership,

LIBRARY RE-ERECTS
SHAKESPEARE ROOM
New library encorporates original feature
8LIMRWXEPPEXMSRSJXLILMWXSVMG7LEOIWTIEVI
Memorial Room, designed by John Henry
'LEQFIVPEMRJSVXLIGMX]´W:MGXSVMERPMFVEV][MPP
be part of the summer building work at the
under-construction Library of Birmingham.
Origionally part of the old Central Library
on Paradise Street, the room was created
by Chamberlain in 1882 to house the
Shakespeare Library as part of his rebuilding
work after the original structure was gutted
F]½VI;LIRXLI'IRXVEP0MFVEV][EW
demolished in 1974 the room was dismantled
and stored and will now take pride of place

The Modernaires celebrate the unveiling of a Birmingham Civic Society Music Heritage Plate in Kings Heath

funded by the Kings Heath Business
-QTVSZIQIRX(MWXVMGXXLITPEUYIMWTEVXSJ
Kings Heath’s Walk of Fame initiative.
.I^'SPPMRWEQIQFIVSJXLI'MZMG7SGMIX]´W
Heritage Committee and Birmingham Music
Archive, said that for too long Birmingham’s
contribution to rock and pop had gone
unmarked.
±-X´WVIEPP]KVIEXXLEXXLMW½VWXE[EVHMWQEVOMRKE
TPEGISJWYGLWMKRM½GERGI²LIWEMH
±8LI6MX^&EPPVSSQMR/MRKW,IEXL[EWEPIEHMRK
light in attracting some of the UK’s greatest
FERHWXS&MVQMRKLEQ8LMW1YWMG,IVMXEKI4PEXI
MWENSMRXIJJSVXERHXLI½VWXSJQER]E[EVHW

which will allow us to recognise and celebrate
Birmingham’s global impact on popular music.”
-XMWLSTIHXLEXSXLIVPIKIRHEV]ZIRYIWMR
Birmingham, such as Mothers in Erdington;
8LI6YQ6YRRIVLSQIXS(YVER(YVER8LI
Crown (home to Henry’s Blues House – Black
Sabbath’s spiritual home) and Barbarellas, will
be marked with music heritage plates, as well as
sites associated with Bhangra, reggae and folk.
-XMWMRXIRHIHXLEXXLITPEXIW[MPPTVSQSXI
a greater understanding of Birmingham’s
contribution to popular music – as well as
attract cultural tourists to the city.

in the new library in a golden rotunda at the
very top of the building.
As well as the golden rotunda, a Book
Rotunda is also being constructed alongside,
which will house thousands of volumes from
the library’s extensive collections. Work began
on the Library of Birmingham, designed by
(YXGL½VQ1IGERSSMR.ERYEV]ERH
the exterior structure and facade - a metal
½PMKVIIVIGSKRMWMRKXLIGEREPWERHKEW[SVOW
of Birmingham - are now complete. On site,
the garden terraces are being landscaped over
the summer to provide attractive green spaces
and panoramic views over the city. Work will
EPWSFIKMRSR½XXMRKSYXXLIRI[WIEX
studio theatre, which will showcase a range
of performances and events programmed by
XLI0MFVEV]ERH8LI6)48LIPMFVEV][MPPSTIR

on September 3, 2013 and will be the ‘largest
library in Western Europe attracting more
than three million visitors a year’.
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The Library of Birmingham sits between the 1960s
Birmingham Repertory Theatre to the left and the Art
Deco Baskerville House to the right. By Carillion Plc.

BIRMINGHAM’S electorate voted no to an elected
mayor on May 3 by 120,611 to 88,085.There was a
28.35 per cent turnout.

NEW PUBLIC SPACE FOR
HISTORIC STREET
Businesses improve their environment

8LMW MW LS[ XLI RI[ 'LYVGL 7XVIIX 7UYEVI
will look later this summer
8LIRI['LYVGL7XVIIX7UYEVI[MPPSTIRXLMW
summer and transform 28 parking spaces into
a green and pedestrian friendly area.
An £800,000 initiative between Colmore
Business District (CBD) and Birmingham City
Council (BCC), the square is designed to be

a relaxing area for workers in the middle of the
historic link between St Philip’s Cathedral and
St Paul’s Square.
Mike Best, CBD board director, said the
redevelopment met the aspirations of CBD’s
public realm and streetscape objectives, as well
as the council’s Big City Plan.
±8LI WTEGI [EW TVIZMSYWP] HSQMREXIH F] GEV
parking and a wide carriageway. Working with
BCC, we saw an opportunity to redesign and
refocus the area to cater more for pedestrians,”
said Best about this important route between
the Jewellery Quarter and the city.
“Our plans have transformed the area into a
high quality, greener and well lit space, with a
reduced carriageway width, seating, trees and
public art.”
Church Street was opened in 1747, following
the release of land from the Colmore family
in 1746, and has landmark buildings, such as
the old Birmingham and Midland Eye Hospital
  ERH XLI +VEHI -- PMWXIH +VERH ,SXIP
(1875).

BIG CITY PLAN: AN UPDATE TWO YEARS ON
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HI-HO SILVER LINING
New Street Station takes shape
8LIWXEMRPIWWWXIIPJEGEHIEXRI[7XVIIXWXEXMSR
will begin to take shape over the summer as
part of the £600m Birmingham Gateway
project to rebuild the city’s main railway station.
8LI½VWXWIGXMSRXSFIGPEHMRXLIWLMR]RI[WMPZIV
exterior is the new entrance on Stephenson
7XVIIXERH2EZMKEXMSR7XVIIX[LMGL[MPPSTIRMR
spring 2013. Work has also started on the new
John Lewis department store.

YOUTH AWARDS
Final at Council House in October
Birmingham Civic Society’s highly successful
2I\X+IRIVEXMSR%[EVHWEVISRGIEKEMRFIMRK
VYR F] XLI 7SGMIX]´W 'MXM^IRWLMT 'SQQMXXII
More than 100 schools are participating in
XLI WGLIQI [LMGL MW WYTTSVXIH F] 2I[QER
University College and the Birmingham Bolt.

BRUM BUZ will be running every weekend throughout the summer from
:MGXSVME7UYEVIERHSRXLI½VWX7YRHE]SJXLIQSRXLXLIJVII1YWIYQ
Heritage Bus and Jewellery Quarter Walk. www.birmingham-tours.co.uk
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SELLY OAK BATTERY PARK
*ZW_VÅMTL[Q\M\WJM\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\W
canal-side village
A proposed development in Selly Oak could
see the restoration of part of the Worcester
and Birmingham canal and the introduction
canal-side eateries, student accommodation
and hotels. A decision will be made over the
summer by Birmingham City Council Planning
Committee on the revised Selly Oak Battery
Park redevelopment.
8LITEVXRIVWLMTFIX[IIR0ERH7IGYVMXMIWERH
Sainsbury’s, known as the Harvest Partnership,
is expected to create 3,000 jobs, and
transform Selly Oak’s former Battery Park into
a mixed-use retail and leisure destination will
canal-side restaurant and hotels.
Controversy surrounds the scheme as the
original battery park building has already been
demolished.
Part of the plans, however, will also form a
new canal link along Selly Oak Park, partly
retracing the historic Lapal Canal route, which

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Soho House: Boulton’s residence
refurbished and improved

Visitors enjoy some 18th Century music
in the gardens of Soho House

Soho House will reopen to the public on
June 30 after a major redevelopment to
improve the site and conserve one of the
QSWXWMKRM½GERXFYMPHMRKWMR&MVQMRKLEQ
Several rooms have been restored in the
elegant Georgian home of Matthew Boulton,
Birmingham’s famous industrialist and
entrepreneur.
During the refurbishment two previously
LMHHIR½VITPEGIWLEZIFIIRVIZIEPIHERHXLI

will provide an extended stretch of water so
FSEXWGERQSSVERHXYVR-X[MPPEPWSVIWYPX
MREEGVIFVS[R½IPHWMXIPSGEXIHFIX[IIR
the University of Birmingham and the Bristol
Road with a new Sainsbury’s store and petrol
WXEXMSRWLSTWSJ½GIWWXYHIRXLSYWMRK
hotels and road improvements.
8LISVMKMREPTPERW[IVIQSHM½IHJSPPS[MRK
public consultation in autumn 2011 leading to
a reduction of retail space and a wider variety
of eateries and a public exhibition on the new
plans was held in March.

Part of the canal could be extended

Soho Sphinxes, originally part of Boulton’s
ambitious garden designs, will return to Soho
JSVXLI½VWXXMQIMREPQSWX]IEVW-RXLI
Breakfast and sitting rooms, the badly pealing
ceilings have been stabilised and redecorated
to ensure the house looks its best.
Matthew Boulton was a founding member
of the pioneering Lunar Society, and Soho
House was a favourite meeting place of some
of the world’s greatest thinkers and inventors
including James Watt, Erasmus Darwin, Josiah
Wedgewood and Joseph Priestly.
:MWMXSVWGERWIIXLIEGXYEPXEFPI[LIVI
they wined and dined and the room where
EHIFEXI[EWSJXIRJSPPS[IHF]WGMIRXM½G
demonstrations. Part of the development
has seen an extension to the café in the
WMXI´W:MWMXSV'IRXVI[MXLRI[KPEWWHSSVW
opening out open on to the lawn with a
ZMI[SJXLILSYWI8LIZMWMXSVGIRXVI[MPP
house a new permanent exhibition entitled
‘Matthew Boulton: Selling what all the world
desires’, exploring the wide-ranging business
interests of this local pioneer. As part of the
VIWXSVEXMSR8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]LEW
refurbished Soho House’s Blue Plaque.
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STIRCHLEY BATHS
Plans to restore Victorian baths on hold
8LIPSRKE[EMXIHFYXGSRXVSZIVWMEPTPERWXS
restore public baths in south Birmingham are
to be reassesed. Under the plans the baths
were to be restored and gain a new lease
of life as a community centre and meeting
TPEGI&YMPXMRXLI+VEHI--PMWXIHFYMPHMRK
was set for a £3.7 million refurbishment with
Birmingham City Council underwriting the
funds so the restoration can go ahead while
it seeks funds from a proposed development
RIEVF]F]8IWGSWERHE,IVMXEKI0SXXIV]
*YRHFMH8LI8IWGSW´HIZIPSTQIRX[SYPH
see a large area of land off the Pershore
Road in Stirchley
turned into a
supermarket,
resulting in the
demolition of the
current Stirchley
Community
Centre and
Bournville Lane Baths
houses on
,E^IP[IPP0ERI

ISLAND HOUSE
Victorian Building demolished
8LIHIQSPMXMSRSJ-WPERH,SYWISRXLIIHKI
of the city’s Eastside in February has been
GSRHIQRIHF]8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]
-WPERH,SYWI[EWHIWMKRIHERHFYMPXMR
by Architect GE pepper and was one of the
PEWXVIQEMRMRK:MGXSVMERFYMPHMRKW[EPSRK
*E^IPI]7XVIIX3[RIVW5YMRXEMR)WXEXIW
applied to demolish the building and said
an existing legal agreement, under which
-WPERH,SYWIWLSYPHFIVIWXSVIH[EWRSX
enforceable. “Any
heritage assessment
of the building would
have concluded it
to be an interesting
building and of local
WMKRM½GERGI²WEMH4EYP
Lister, Chairman of
the Society’s Planning
Demolished: Island House
Committee.

AROUND SJ½GMEP(MEQSRH.YFMPIIQIHEPW
were made in Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter for the
Queen’s 60th year celebrations on June 4

BIRMINGHAM MADE ME
Bringing together design, heritage and
fresh ideas from business and academia
An inaugural Birmingham design week,
celebrating innovation in Birmingham and the
Midlands region, could be the spring board to
a new golden age of manufacturing in the city.
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ1EHI1I(IWMKR)\TSWE[
100 exhibitors from major businesses such
as Jaguar, Brooks and AGA join forces with
Birmingham City and Aston Universities, as
well as the Birmingham schools of Jewellery,
Art and Design and Architecture.
8LI(IWMKR)\TSMWERMRXIKVEPTEVXSJXLI
-()%&MVQMRKLEQTVSNIGXERH[MPPFIE
platform for Midlands businesses to showcase
the range of design expertise existing across
the city and highlight the region’s unique
manufacturing heritage. “We don’t seem
to know that we have incredible cluster of
designers in Birmingham,” said organiser

LET THE MUSIC PLAY
University gets a new concert hall
A new auditorium built at the University of
Birmingham has completed the historic semicircle of red-brick buildings designed by Sir
Aston Webb that have been at the heart of
the university since 1909.
8LI&VEQEPP1YWMG&YMPHMRKMRGPYHIWE
seat Elgar Concert Hall named after Sir
)H[EVH)PKEVXLIYRMZIVWMX]´W½VWXTVSJIWWSV
of music, as well as research, teaching and
rehearsal facilities and will eventually house the
Department of Music.

LOVE ARCHITECTURE
Architecture festival celebrated at
venues across the city
8LI6S]EP-RWXMXYXISJ&VMXMWL%VGLMXIGXW 6-&% 
in the West Midlands held a number of events
in Birmingham as part of its nationwide Love
Architecture Festival 2012.
Love Architecture in Birmingham highlighted

&IZIVPI]2MIPWIR(MVIGXSVSJ)QTPS]IV
)RKEKIQIRX&MVQMRKLEQ'MX]9RMZIVWMX]8LI
week-long event also incorporated a design
fringe with more than 20 art and design
seminars and activities led by the city’s design
leaders. Glenn Howells, a founder member
SJ-()%&MVQMRKLEQWEMHXLIPMROFIX[IIR
public and private and sector is pivotal to the

expo and sees it as a catalyst for the future of
design and manufacturing in Birmingham. “We
are at a new era of design and manufacturing
that could project the city forward in the same
way it did in the 19th century for the next 50
years,” he said.
8LI(IWMKR)\TSXSSOTPEGIEX8LI1EMPFS\
ERH[MPPGYPQMREXIH[MXLXLI-()%&MVQMRKLEQ

Glenn Howells Architects completed the
project to build the auditorium in the neo&]^ERXMRIWX]PI[MXLXLIYWISJ,EVH=SVO
Stone, a steel frame and single leaf brick
similar to the Webb plans, which were never
completed due to lack of funds.

±-XTVSZMHIWE[SRHIVJYPWTEGIMR[LMGLXLI
University’s rehearsals and concerts can take
place,” said Professor John Whenham, Head of
the University’s Department of Music.
Other resources include a spectacular Dome
rehearsal room, which is large enough to
accommodate a symphony orchestra.
8LI)PKEV1YWMG,EPPGEREGGSQQSHEXIE
choir of 250 and an orchestra of 90 and space
has been left for a baroque gold-leaf organ to
FIHIPMZIVIHMR8LIVI[MPPFIERSJ½GMEP
STIRMRKGSRGIVXSR7EXYVHE]2SZIQFIV
ERHETYFPMGXSYVSJXLIFYMPHMRKSR2SZIQFIV
30. For bookings contact bramallenquiries@
contacts.bham.ac.uk

the role that better buildings play in improving
home life and our communities, while also
engaging the public and revealing what makes
great architecture.
Event highlights included the festival launch
on June 15 and was followed by a walking
GEREPXSYVE2I[7XVIIX3HISR'MRIQEXSYV
[MXL.SI,YHHPIWXSRE0IKSXEPOERHE½PQ
showing of Metropolis on the giant screen at
Millennium Point.
8LIVI[EWEPWSERWTIGMEPIZIRX³)EWIPWMR

the square’ where artist Dean Melbourne’s
drawing held a sketch workshop in Brindley
Place.
Architect John Madin was also remembered
as Alan Clawley led a city centre tour of his
buildings.
8LIJIWXMZEPGYPQMREXIHMRETMGRMGERH
Architect Olympics in Cannon Hill Park on
June 24.
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OPENING UP THE CITY
City architect receives Civic Trust award
Glenn Howells Architects has been awarded
EGSQQIRHEXMSRF]XLI'MZMG8VYWX%[EVHW
JSVMXW[SVOSR8LI8VMERKPIEKVIIR
housing development in Swindon.
8LIE[EVHWPEYRGLIHMRVIGSKRMWIXLI
FIWXTVEGXMGIWMREVGLMXIGXYVI[MXL8LI8VMERKPI
being singled out for its green spaces and the
MRWTMVEXMSRMXXSSOJVSQ7[MRHSR´W:MGXSVMER
railway terraces, creating a clean and modern
space with an historic link.
±-X´WKSSHXSVIGIMZIE[EVHWFYXMX´WRSXSYV
reason for doing what we do,” said Howells.
±8LIKVIEXIWXEGLMIZIQIRXMWETVSNIGXQEOMRK
a difference and people delight in using it.”
Howells set up his practice in Birmingham
following his inspirational work as
lead architect on the Custard Factory
redevelopment in 1992, a mix-use
development at the forefront of creativity and
commerce in Eastside.
Since the Custard Factory the practice has
been involved in many projects in Birmingham
including the Rotunda, Eleven Brindley Place
and is the masterplanner on the proposed
Paradise Circus redevelopment.

1 The Medicine Bar

at the Custard
Factory
2 Glenn Howells in his

(MKFIXLSJ½GI
3 The Triangle housing

development

The Triangle

Eastside Art Galleries

%RIRIVK]IJ½GMIRXLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRX
comprising of 42 high quality, low cost, homes
with shared gardens, allotments and play areas.
-RXIVIWXMRKJIEXYVIWMRGPYHIEVSSJGS[PE
natural ventilation system,opened from the
KVSYRH¾SSVXSVIKYPEXIXLIXIQTIVEXYVI
instead of an electrical air conditioning system.

Glenn Howells has developed a feasibility
study to create a new museum of
contemporary art, a new national gallery
showcasing Arts Council England’s
collections and a new museum of
TLSXSKVETL]ERH½PQ±;IEVIPSSOMRKEXE
very ambitious but possible vision,” he said.

76LGH)'76LGH)'3DJH

SMARTPHONE APP

copies and will now be available to countless
people and the click of an icon.
Highlighting some of Birmingham’s most
treasured buildings such as Soho House,
1YWIYQERH%VX+EPPIV]8S[R,EPPERH
St Martin’s Church the guide is proving as
popular today as ever.
8SHS[RPSEHXLIETTZMWMX
www.walkingarchitecture.co.uk
Council House
VICTORIA SQUARE

B I R M I N G H A M
1

T

Heritage Building Guide
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]´W,IVMXEKI
Building Guide is now available as an app for
WQEVXTLSRIWMRGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL6-&%;IWX
Midlands.
First published in 2004 and reprinted in 2010,
the guide has so far printed one millionth

his Italianate building from 187479, designed by Yeoville Thomason,
has a rusticated base, portico and
central dome. A projecting
pedimented arch above the portico
encloses a mosaic by Salviati with a
sculpture above by Lockwood, Bowton
& Sons depicting Britannia rewarding
the manufacturers of Birmingham. The
grand staircase under the dome leads
to three large reception rooms with
marble Corinthian pilasters and
elliptical ceilings.
Call 0121 303 2040 for free group tours.

The statue of Queen Victoria at the front of the building is by Thomas
Brock RA and was erected in 1901.

Former Head Post Office
VICTORIA SQUARE

2

T

his French Renaissance style
building was built in 1891 to the
design of Sir Henry Tanner. It served
for many years as the Head Post
Office for Birmingham and later as
the Head Office of the TSB Bank.
With three main floors and two
further attic floors the building is
tastefully decorated with Corinthian
style pilasters and pillars, stone urns
and, above two of the attic
windows, two lantern shaped
domes. A round, domed tower to
the left of the Victoria Square
façade adds interest to a building that might have been demolished in
1973 had it not been for the intervention of the Victorian Society.
Not open to the public.

Town Hall

VICTORIA SQUARE

3

his Grade I listed
building was modelled
on the Temple of Castor
and Pollux in the Roman
Forum by architects Joseph
Hansom (who also
invented the Hansom cab)
and Edward Welch. Begun
in 1832, significant changes
were made in the 1880s
(enlarged entrance) and
1927 (additional gallery added inside). The main construction is in brick,
faced with Anglesey marble and set on a rusticated podium. The interior is
in the style of a Georgian Assembly Room with a richly foliated ceiling
designed by Sir Charles Allom in 1926. The building has undergone
extensive restoration, reopening in Autumn 2007.

Museum and Art Gallery

Nominations open

Snow Hill
Station
& Metro

5

Wesleyan
Assurance

19

7

BROAD STREET

et on what is now Centenary
Square, The Repertory
Theatre was designed by
Graham Winteringham of S T
Walker and partners and built in
1971. The exterior reflects the
functionality of the interior with
the most prominent features
being the curved glass fronted
restaurant looking out onto the
Square, the auditorium and a
100ft fly tower rising from the
clustered rehearsal rooms and workshops. The large multi-faceted
windows to the front are set in rough textured pre-cast concrete panels
reminiscent of 1960s designs. Inside the single rake auditorium has seating
for an audience of up to 900.

Ikon Gallery

4

17

Moor Street
Station

3

9

ne of the most exciting recent
developments in the city,
Brindleyplace has several features
demonstrating highly innovative
planning and design. One prominent
example is Number Three Brindleyplace,
a large office building with a hint of
Moorish influence in its appearance. This
was designed by Porphyrios Associates
and completed in 1998. Inside, this
building has a full-height atrium that
enhances considerably the working
environment. On a different scale, the
Café set in the middle of the square, and
partly surrounded by a fountain, adds
freshness and interest. Designed by Piers Gough, the café was built in 1997.
Most buildings in Brindleyplace are either not open to the public or
catering outlets that are open during business hours. No 5 has a public
gallery overlooking the square.

8

St Paul’s Church
ST PAUL’S SQUARE

New Street
Station

14

nspired by the designs for St Martin's in the Fields, the church
was built in 1777-9 (architect Roger Eykyns) and the tower with
belfry and spire was added in 1823 (architect Francis
Goodwin).The church is rectangular with a rectangular apse for
the altar and the tower at the west end is flanked by two
vestries. The belfry is cruciform with Ionic columns at the
corners supporting an octagonal stage with a stone and cast
iron balustrade at the base of the steeple. Inside there are
five bays with pillars supporting a gallery
from which Ionic columns support a
smooth elliptical barrel ceiling. The East
window, designed by Francis Eginton in
1785, was inspired by the painting 'The
Conversion of St Paul' by Benjamin West.

15
The Mailbox

City centre walks
....................
Walk 1 – long route

Open Monday-Friday 10.00am-4.00pm.
Donations welcome.

St Chad’s Cathedral
ST CHAD’S CIRCUS

16

Bullring

11

I

12

Rotunda

14

NEW STREET

A

T

271 foot circular tower designed by
James A Roberts and built in 1964-65
as part of the new Bull Ring. Situated close
to a railway tunnel, the building is
supported on a twin ring of piled
foundations directly below the circular
structural core, with the floors being
supported on both the core and the
perimeter columns. This was the only part
of the 1960s complex to be retained in the
2003 Bullring development. Listed Grade II
in 2000, it has since been converted into
232 luxury apartments.

he plain red brick walls with slate roof reflect
the local area when A W N Pugin designed St
Chad’s in the Baltic German style in 1839. The
nave and aisles are under a steeply pitched roof
supported on stone arcades with tall clustered
shafts. A large Romanesque crypt is reached by a
stone stairway from the baptistery, off the north
aisle. The 16th century pulpit is probably from
the abbey of St Gertrude at Louvain and the
15th century German statue of the Virgin Mary
was a gift from Pugin. The north transept
window was made by Hardman & Co in 1868 and
the chancel windows by W. Warrington in 1845.

Circles around buildings
denote that building faces
in other direction

.....................
Walk 2 – short route

Moor Street Station

16

MOOR STREET QUEENSWAY

B

uilt in 1909 by Walter Young Armstrong, New Works Engineer for the
Great Western Railway, the station was restored by Chiltern Railways
and Hammersons in 2003. Its twin gabled main block, spacious concourse,
open canopies and rich, original colours are reminiscent of the GWR’s
larger station at Snow Hill, also Armstrong’s design but sadly demolished in
1977. At the heart of the
regeneration of the
Bullring, Digbeth and
Eastside, the station serves
Warwickshire,
Worcestershire and the
Black Country, with fast
trains over the Chiltern
Mainline to London
Marylebone.

The Exchange

18

19 NEWHALL STREET

P

opularly known as the Bell-Edison
Telephone Building, it was built as the
Central Telephone Exchange and offices
for the National Telephone Company in
1896 by Frederick Martin of famed local
architects Martin & Chamberlain. Recent
cleaning and restoration has exposed
again the quality of this outstanding
example of Birmingham’s many terracotta
buildings. The principal feature of the
ground floor is the highly ornate entrance
porch with its decorative gate. Above street level, the building breaks into
a riot of decoration with deep arcaded bays, balconies, highly decorated
gables and much fine filigree work. At roof level, there is an interesting
collection of fine pepperpot and Jacobean-style chimneys. The interior has
been redeveloped to provide suites of modern offices.

8S[R,EPP,ERHW[SVXL4EVO1SSV7XVIIX
Station and St James Church, Edgbaston.
2SQMREXMSRWWLSYPHFIWYFQMXXIHEWWSSREW
possible stating the location, the reason for
nomination and, if possible, details of those
involved in the project. Please send your
nominations to Paul Lister, Chairman of the
Birmingham Civic Society Planning Committee
at 9 Margaret Street, Birmingham, B3 3BS or
email to bcs.planning@tiscali.co.uk.

The Argent Centre
FREDERICK STREET

B

2

9

B

uilt in 1877 to designs by Martin &
Chamberlain, the building opened in
1878. It served as a school until 1906,
then a Pupil Teachers' Centre for Girls,
and temporary housing for the
Commercial College Day Department
before closing as an educational
establishment in 1967. Following a
period of near dereliction, it was
redeveloped by Levitt Bernstein
Associates to become an art gallery in
1998. Built of redbrick on three floors,
there is a circular tower above the
entrance. The ventilation tower, demolished in the 1970s, was rebuilt
during the recent conversion. The new staircase to the upper gallery floors
is another interesting feature of the conversion.

5

1
6
7

8

OOZELLS STREET

13

18

S

O

n example of English Baroque architecture by Thomas Archer, St Philip's
was built in 1715, and became a cathedral for the new Diocese of
Birmingham in 1905. Configured as a seven bay rectangle with an apse at one
end and a tower at the other, the church has two internal side galleries. The
horizontally grooved nave walls have round-headed windows divided by
Doric pilasters and a parapet above, set off by ornamental urns. The tower
sides are concave with diagonal piers supporting scrolled
brackets around an octagonal attic, capped by an octagonal
dome with a circular domed lantern. The original apse was
replaced in 1883-4 by a more
extensive chancel designed by J A
Chatwin, incorporating the last
bay of the nave.
Open Monday-Friday 8.00am
to 6.00pm, Saturday-Sunday
9.00am to 4.00pm. Donations
welcome.

10

Repertory Theatre

Brindleyplace Square

The Chamberlain Memorial fountain just outside the Museum and Art
Gallery commemorates Joseph Chamberlain, Mayor of Birmingham 187376, Member of Parliament and Colonial Secretary. The fountain was
designed by John Henry Chamberlain (unrelated) and Chamberlain's head
was sculpted by Thomas Woolner.

St Philip’s Cathedral

M

The Hall of Memory is a domed
octagonal building designed by S N Cooke and W N Twist and built in
1923-24. Inside, the Portland stone faced walls were carved by William
Bloye and a book of remembrance rests on a marble plinth. The four
bronze statues outside are by Albert Toft.
Open Monday-Saturday 10.00am to 4.00pm. Free.

BRINDLEYPLACE

8LI6IREMWWERGI%[EVHMWQEHIERRYEPP]XSE
successful conservation project completed in
XLI'MX]8LMWQMKLXFIXLIGEVIJYPVIWXSVEXMSR
of a derelict building, park or structure or the
conversion of a redundant and neglected building
to bring it back into use.
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]MWWIIOMRK
nominations for recently completed projects to be
considered by the Society’s Planning Committee
to receive this prestigious award. Previous
recipients have included Fort Dunlop (pictured),
ST PHILIP’S CHURCHYARD

12

11

B

Open Monday 12.00pm to 6.00pm, Tuesday-Sunday 10.30am to 6.00pm.

rofits from the Gas Company funded
this classical style building erected
1884-89; the architect was Yeoville
Thomason. Viewed from Chamberlain
Square the building is asymmetrical with
the tall clock tower, sometimes known as
"Big Brum", to the left, and a portico of
two tiers of columns under a small
pediment forming a full height porch.
Inside, a marble stairway leads to the
galleries, including the Industrial Gallery
which is an outstanding High Victorian
iron and glass exhibition room. The
Edwardian tearoom is also worth a visit.

A

C E N T R E

10

askerville House was designed by T
Cecil Howitt, and started in 1939.
Once a city administrative centre, it has
recently been redeveloped as offices.
Most notable is the full height entrance
porch with a pair of Ionic columns
surmounted by a roof level semicircular
arch. The sides of the building boast
similar Ionic columns. Not open to
public.

4

P

Open Monday-Thursday & Saturday
10.00am to 5.00pm, Friday 10.30am to
5.00pm, Sunday 12.30 to 5.00pm. Free.

RENAISSANCE AWARD

C I T Y

6

CENTENARY SQUARE

Foyer open Monday-Saturday 10.00am to 6.00pm (8.00pm on performance
days), Sundays only on performance days.

T

CHAMBERLAIN SQUARE

Baskerville House and
Hall of Memory

10

uilt in 1863 by J G Bland for W
Wiley, a gold pen and pencil
manufacturer, the Centre is in the
Lombardic style with towers at two
corners. Hollow bricks with wrought
iron ties were used to add strength
and increase the load bearing
capacity of the upper floors. The
Multicoloured brickwork and
Florentine tracery around the
windows are characteristic of the polychromatic style introduced by
William Butterfield in 1849. The height of the parapet was increased some
years later and further enlargements made by H Cresswell in 1859.
Part of the building is occupied by the Pen Museum, open MondaySaturday 11am to 4pm and Sunday 1.00pm to 4.00pm. Free.

Open Monday-Friday 8.00am to 5.00pm (weekday mass at 12.15pm), Saturday
9.30am to 5.00pm, Sunday from 9.00am mass onwards). Donations welcome.

Victoria Law Courts
CORPORATION STREET

D

esigned by Sir Aston Webb and Ingress
Bell, in red brick and terracotta, and built
1887 -1891. Detailed exterior work is by
Aumonier, the statue of Queen Victoria over
the entrance by Harry Bates and other
statuary by Walter Crane. The arched
entrance, with arts and crafts style gates,
is flanked by octagonal turrets and elaborate
gabled offices. The great hall has two large
stained glass windows; the one depicting
scenes from Birmingham history is by
Walter Lonsdale. The courtrooms are in
buff terracotta with wood panelling and
Tudor style plaster ceilings.
Open 9.00am to 4.00pm, Monday to Friday.

13

Not open to the public.

St Martin’s Church
BULL RING

15

B

irmingham’s Parish Church, dating back to
at least the 12th century, St Martin’s was
rebuilt in its present form by Victorian
architect J A Chatwin in 1873-5. The tower
and spire are older with some medieval
stonework inside but refaced and rebuilt in
the 1850s. The exterior of the building is of
rough faced Grinshill stone, while the interior
is red sandstone with an open timber roof.
Contents include effigies of the de
Bermingham family (medieval Lords of the
Manor) and an 1875-80 stained glass window
by Burne Jones and William Morris. The church is now surrounded by the
2003 Bullring development.
Open Tuesday-Saturday 9.00am to 6.00pm with services at 9.30am,
11.00am and 6.00pm on Sundays. Donations welcome.

Open daily except
Christmas Day and Boxing
Day

122 and 124 Colmore Row
VICTORIA SQUARE

B

uilt as the Eagle Insurance offices in 1900 to the
design of Prof. W R Lethaby and C L Ball, this is
regarded as one of the city's most significant
buildings and is listed Grade I. It is said to span the
gap between Arts & Crafts traditionalism and 20th
century modernism and has also been called the
city’s first office block. The façade features a
mathematically precise grid of windows and the
ground-floor hall inside is a perfect cube. The
functionalist architecture is clothed with references
to many ancient styles, from Byzantine and
Egyptian to Merovingian and Anglo-Saxon. It is
now Hudson’s Coffee House.
Open 10.00am to 7.00pm.

17

Not open to the public.

The Birmingham Institute
of Art and Design

19

MARGARET STREET, part of the University of Central England

T

he greatest work of Birmingham’s principal Victorian
architect, J H Chamberlain, who tragically died on
the day his design was accepted. Built under the
supervision of his partner, W Martin in 1883-5. Fittingly,
the Birmingham Municipal School of Art, as it was then
(the country’s first municipally owned institute of higher
education) became the leading centre of the Arts &
Crafts movement. The two-storey entrance leads to a
recessed porch decorated by mosaic and stone carvings.
The Margaret Street façade has two asymmetrical
gables, designed to ensure unbroken natural lighting
on the top floor studios. The Edmund Street side of the building is heavily
buttressed with three gabled arches above an iron balcony.
Open Monday- Friday 10.00am to 5.00pm.

Putting the
Trust in art
Creating a better way
to showcase the city’s
history and heritage

The Birmingham Museums Trust was set up in
May as a vehicle to consolidate the city councilrun museums and historical sites and make them
work together in a more harmonious way. By
Adrian Murphy
1

;LIR,=ISZMPPI8LSQEWSRHIWMKRIH
&MVQMRKLEQ´W½VWXTYVTSWIFYMPX1YWIYQERH
Art Gallery in the 1880s it was the beginning
of a new age where it was hoped art and
industry would work together for the good of
the city.
8LIEQFMXMSYWTVSNIGXGEQIMRVIWTSRWIXSXLI
GEPPWJVSQPIEHMRKGMXM^IRWSJXLIXMQIXSLEZI
an art gallery or industrial museum containing
examples of good design from around the
world that would inspire and educate the
skilled artisans of the ‘city of a thousand trades’.

-XGSRXMRYIHMRXLIGPEWWMGEPEVGLMXIGXYVEPWX]PISJ
XLI'SYRGMP,SYWIRI\XHSSV[LMGL8LSQEWSR
also designed, with a temple-like portico with
a stone panel in the entrance hall, carrying the
motto: ‘By the gains of industry we promote art’.
8LMWQEKRM½GIRXFYMPHMRK[MXLMXWSVREXIHIWMKR
½REPP]EPPS[IHXLITISTPISJ&MVQMRKLEQXS
begin documenting the achievements and
aspirations of the city in context with the
world around it (in fact, Birmingham was
KVERXIHGMX]WXEXYWMRF]5YIIR:MGXSVME
four years after the museum was opened by

2

LIVWSRXLI4VMRGISJ;EPIWPEXIV)H[EVH:-- 
With free entry the Birmingham Museum
and Art Gallery (BMAG) has become a much
used and much loved destination for the
city’s residents and a huge draw for national
ERHMRXIVREXMSREPZMWMXSVW-XW0ISREVHSHE
:MRGMI\LMFMXMSRJVSQ.ERYEV]XS1EVGL
attracted 72,000 visitors.
2S[XLI&1%+MWEXXLIJSVIJVSRXSJXLIRI[
&MVQMRKLEQ1YWIYQW8VYWX &18 IWXEFPMWLIH
to encourage greater collaboration across its
TSVXJSPMS[LMGLMRGPYHIW&1%+8LMROXERO

“The high quality and diversity of
the collections which will be managed
by the new trust are outstanding, and
hugely popular with the people of
Birmingham”
which houses the artefacts from the former
Science Museum, Aston Hall, Blakesley Hall,
Museum Collections Centre, Museum of the
Jewellery Quarter, Sarehole Mill, Soho House
and Weoley Castle.
±8LMWMWXLIFIKMRRMRKSJERI\GMXMRKRI[
era for the museums and historic venues in
Birmingham, and for the thousands of visitors
XSXLIWIEQE^MRKHIWXMREXMSRWIEGL]IEVERH
-EQLSRSYVIHXSFILIEHMRKYTXLMWRI[
family of museums,” says Professor Ann Sumner
MREYKYVEP&18HMVIGXSVERHJSVQIVHMVIGXSV
SJXLI&EVFIV-RWXMXYXISJ*MRI%VXW[LIVIWLI
worked since 2007.
“Work has already begun on improving and
enhancing the visitor experience at these venues.
We’ll be ensuring excellence with inspiring
interpretation of our collections, offering
wide ranging, exciting exhibitions and learning
programme for all our audience,” adds Sumner.

11

BMAG has acted as the standard-bearer for
the establishment of many more museums and
art galleries in the city as well as restoration
projects both council-led and independent.
Some of the most important assets today
EVIXLI&EVFIV-RWXMXYXISJ*MRI%VXWEXXLI
9RMZIVWMX]SJ&MVQMRKLEQERHXLI-OSR+EPPIV]
in Brindley place.
8LIQSVIVIGIRXVIWXSVEXMSRWSJ7SLS,SYWI
the birthplace of Matthew Boulton, and
proposed plans for Sarehole Mill, connected
[MXL.668SPOMIR´WGLMPHLSSHLEZIJYVXLIV
enhanced the city’s history and captured the
city’s imagination and its place in history.
Whether Birmingham has fully encapsulated its
historical past in its art galleries and museums
is a continuing question (see page 20 for
Perspectives’ Head to Head debate), but the
RI[&MVQMRKLEQ1YWIYQW8VYWXGPIEVP]EMQW
to develop its assets and make them more
accessible.
0IEHMRKYTXSMXWIWXEFPMWLQIRXXLI&18´W
innovative approach was recognised by Arts
Council England as a Renaissance major
partner museum, and has been awarded
£5,091,615 over a three-year period.
8LIRI[MRHITIRHIRXXVYWXMWJSGYWIHSR
sustaining and developing key partnerships
within the city, regionally, nationally and
internationally, in order to deliver excellence in
audience-focussed museum services, and meet
the needs of Birmingham communities.
8LI8VYWX´W½VWXQENSVGLEPPIRKI[EWXSEGUYMVI
a major ‘swagger’ portrait of the eminent
Birmingham physician Dr John Ash, by Sir
.SWLYE6I]RSPHW8LI,IVMXEKI0SXXIV]*YRH
E[EVHIH&18MR.YRIXS[EVHWXLI
£900,000 purchasing price and together with
its own fundraising has launched a public
appeal to raise the remaining £50,000 needed.
±8LITSVXVEMXMWEVKYEFP]6I]RSPHW´QSWX
elaborate and successful full-length institutional
[SVO²WE]W7YQRIV±-XWGSQFMRIHLMWXSVMG
and artistic qualities make it one of the
most important cultural icons of the city of
Birmingham and a civic treasure.”
4



Dr John Ash (1723 – 98) was an eminent
physician and a co-founder of the Birmingham
General Hospital. This portrait by Sir Joshua
Reynolds was commissioned by the governors
of the Hospital in honour of his services to the
people of Birmingham. To make a donation
XS[EVHWXLI½REPRIGIWWEV]XS
purchase this painting contact Birmingham
1YWIYQWWYTTSVX$FMVQMRKLEQQYWIYQWSVK
uk or call 0121 303 1966.

BMAG has an impressive collection of artefacts
from the ancient world including an Attic
+VIIO6IH½KYVIWXSVEKINEV&'XLI
natural world – including a 400-million-year-old
JSWWMP8VMPSFMXIXLI&MVQMRKLEQWXSV]MRGPYHMRK
a 14th century tin communion cruet found at
Woeley Castle, portraits of eminent art and
EVXIJEGXWJVSQ%JVMGE%QIVMGE3GIERME-RHMER
and the Far east.
±8LILMKLUYEPMX]ERHHMZIVWMX]SJXLI
collections which will be managed by the new
trust are outstanding, and hugely popular with
the people of Birmingham, the West Midlands
and beyond,” said Sumner.
BMAG also has a large collection of British
paintings, old masters and a world-renowned
Pre-Raphaelite collection.
±8LIEVXWEVIERIWWIRXMEPTEVXSJPMJIEXXLI
University, and are an intrinsic element of our
city,” says Professor Michael Sheppard, Provost
ERH:MGI4VMRGMTEP9RMZIVWMX]SJ&MVQMRKLEQ
“Ann’s experience, leading the acclaimed
&EVFIV-RWXMXYXIEXXLI9RMZIVWMX][MPPRS[
enhance the cultural landscape of the city.”
8LI&18LEWWXEXIHMXMWGSQQMXXIHXSXLI
development of richer and more diverse
educational programmes early on and will
draw on all aspects of its unique collections
through national and international touring
exhibitions and collection loans to some of the
world’s leading cultural institutions.
3ZIVXLIRI\XX[S]IEVW&18[MPPEPWSWII
the completion of a number of major gallery
developments as well as gallery and building
refurbishments, with innovative and accessible
RI[HMWTPE]WERHWMKRM½GERXP]IRLERGIH
visitor facilities.

12

6

Future developments include:

Staffordshire Hoard Gallery

Thinktank Science Garden
%QSYXHSSVMRXIVEGXMZII\LMFMXMSRI\TPSVMRK
the science and technology principles that underpin
Birmingham’s heritage

Sarehole Mill
Fundraising is under way to undertake repairs to
the fabric of the building at Sarehole Mill and its
environs to enable it to continue to function as a
working museum with a completion date of 2014.

'VIEXMRKEQTIVQERIRXKEPPIV]EX&1%+XS
the largest hoard of Anglo-Saxon gold ever discovered. Set to open in summer 2014.

Birmingham History Galleries
Birmingham: A City in the Making is a fully funded
QVIHIZIPSTQIRXSJKEPPIV]WTEGIEX&1%+

Soho House Refurbishment
A refurbishment of the Visitor Centre and exhibition
space at Soho House will be completed by the end
of June 2012.

7

8

13

8LI7XEVSJ&IXLPILIQ7MV)H[EVH&YVRI.SRIW
(1881-91)
8LI*MRHMRKSJXLI7EZMSYVEXXLI8IQTPI[MPliam Holman Hunt (1860)
3. Inside the Museum and Art Gallery
4. Ann Sumner the new trust director
8LI7QIXL[MGO)RKMRIF]&SYPXSRERH;EXX
(1779) at ThinkTank
6. H Yeoville Thomason’s Museum and Art GalPIV]STIRIHMR
7. The new Science Garden at ThinkTank
%4IGXSVEP'VSWW7XEJJSVHWLMVI,SEVH
8LI6SYRHVSSQ&1%+
9

PROTECTING
YOUR FAMILY
WEALTH
Sydney Mitchell
It’s something a lot of parents don’t want to think
EFSYX[LIRXLI]KMZIXLIMVGLMPHVIR½RERGMEP
support as they set out on married life, but what
will happen to that money should the marriage end
in divorce? Family Law partner Karen Moores of
Sydney Mitchell, explains how parents can prepare
for any eventuality
8LI[IHHMRKSJEGLMPHMWSRISJXLITVSYHIWX
moments of parenthood. As the father of the
bride, or the doting mother, it’s a moment that
tends to wobble even the stiffest of upper lips.
2EXYVEPP]RSTEVIRX[ERXWXSXLMROEFSYXXLI
possibility of their child divorcing on this happy
occasion. However, should the worst happen and
the marriage does break down, it’s important
that proper precautions are in place to ensure
XLEXER]½RERGMEPWYTTSVX]SYQE]LEZIKMZIR
]SYVGLMPHMWWIGYVIHXSFIRI½XXLIQ[LEXIZIV
the future holds.
Karen Moores is the family law partner at
Sydney Mitchell Solicitors in Birmingham and her
experience suggests that legal proceedings arising

from arguments over money given to children
prior to a divorce are becoming more frequent:
±-LEZIRSXMGIHERMRGVIEWIMRXLIRYQFIVSJ
cases involving other family members, generally
parents, in proceedings which follow a relationship
FVIEOHS[R;LIR-[EW½VWXMRTVEGXMGIXLMW[EW
the exception and whilst it still does not occur
in the majority of cases there is an increasingly
WMKRM½GERXQMRSVMX]SJGEWIW[LMGLMRZSPZIXLI
parents of one spouse or the other in the
½RERGMEPETTPMGEXMSRWEVMWMRKJVSQEHMZSVGI²
As the outcomes of these proceedings can be
uncertain and the process can be complicated,
the advice is simple: to avoid the possibility of
prolonged legal wranglings, it is important to seek
SYXPIKEPEHZMGIFIJSVIEHZERGMRKER]½RERGMEP
assistance to family members.
Many parents choose to support their children
½RERGMEPP]EWXLI]WXEVXSYXSRXLIMVQEVMXEPPMJI
SVTYVGLEWIXLIMV½VWXLSQI[MXLETEVXRIV
Unfortunately there is often little consideration
KMZIRXS[LSMWPIKEPP]IRXMXPIHXSFIRI½XJVSQXLI
monies if the relationship should break down.
-JTEVIRXWJEMPXSXEOITVSTIVPIKEPEHZMGIXLI
subsequent breakdown of a relationship can lead
to expensive legal proceedings.
When shares in the family business are involved

the situation is even more complex with
increased potential for issues to arise. Again it is
not uncommon for a child to take an increasing
role over time in a family business built up over
QER]KIRIVEXMSRW8VERWJIVWSJWLEVIWSJXIRXLIR
occur or they may be gifted for tax planning
purposes. Again it is important to consider
whether the business interests should be tied
into a trust to better protect shareholdings
in the family company from being taken into
account by a court in the event of divorce.
8SFIWIGYVIXLEX½RERGMEPEWWMWXERGIFIRI½XW
the person it was intended for, the best
approach is that you should take advice as to
the best way to protect tose monies for future
generations.
Sydney Mitchell has one of the largest
specialist family law teams in Birmingham and
has recently enhanced the team with the
VIGVYMXQIRXSJ1MGLEIP:EPI-J]SYVIUYMVI
advice on any aspect of family breakdown or
protection of assets for the future we have
WTIGMEPMWXWEXIEGLSJSYVSJ½GIWMR&MVQMRKLEQ
Solihull and near Birmingham airport.
For further information on any family law
matters, please contact Karen Moores on 0121
700 1400 or visit www.sydneymitchell.co.uk

www.opusrestaurant.co.uk

Love food. Love market fresh.

Private Rooms
Private Parties | Corporate Events

NO ROOM HIRE CHARGE
NO DEPOSIT
Compare us with the competition
IRUYDOXHTXDOLW\DQGÁH[LELOLW\
Frankly, it’s no contest!
Located in the heart of Birmingham’s
Colmore Business District, our two private
rooms offer superb private facilities for
business and corporate events.
Our seasonal 3 course menus start at £32
including bread, panache of veg & coffee.

‘a refreshingly personal touch’
Square Meal 2011

2 AA Rosettes

Give Irene Allan
a ring on

0121 200 2323
to plan your
next function

Please note that we have a special menu and terms and conditions during December
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Grand
Designs
Birmingham’s great Victorian
landmark to be restored

The green-light for restoration work on the
Grand Hotel is only the beginning of a complex
and painstaking process of structural work to
restore stonework and create a facility worthy of
today’s hotel industry, writes Adrian Murphy.

After years of discussions and specialist work
SRMXWJEpEHITPERRMRKTIVQMWWMSR[EW½REPP]
granted at the end of April for Hortons’ Estate
to go ahead with its £30m restoration of the
Grand Hotel on Colmore Row.
-XQEVOW]IXERSXLIVVIREMWWERGIJSVXLMWQYGL
PSZIHFYMPHMRKSVWIXSJFYMPHMRKWXLI½VWXSJ
which was completed in 1875.
4PERWEVIRS[MRTPEGIWIIXLI+VEHI--PMWXIH
building restored and refurbished, which will
involve repairing its facade, restoring interiors,
such as the Grosvenor Suite and Grand
Staircase, moving the entrance from Colmore
Row to Church Street and erecting eight sky
suites to its roof, making it architecturally and
functionally one of the best hotels in the city.
“You have to remember the Grand Hotel has
KSRIFYWXMRXLVIIHMJJIVIRXGIRXYVMIW-X´WE
WSFIVMRKXLSYKLXFYXMXLEW²WE]W8SR]+VIIR
Chief Executive of Hortons’ Estate, owners of
the building.
“So it’s had a chequered history with periods
SJMRGVIHMFPIWYGGIWWERHTIVMSHWSJHIGPMRI-R
2002 it was clear Queens Moat did not want
to run a hotel from here.
±-J-´QLSRIWXXLILSXIP[EWMREXIVVMFPIWXEXI
ZIV]ERXMUYEXIHERHRSX½XJSVTYVTSWI8LI
only logical conclusion was that the building
had come to the end of its life.”
±8LIVIJSVITPERW[IVIHIZMWIHMR
to knock the building down and build a
building reminiscent and in keeping with the
conservation here.
,S[IZIVXLI:MGXSVMER7SGMIX][EWZIV]
GSRGIVRIHEFSYXXLMWERHIZIRXYEPP]+VEHI--
listed status was granted and discussions then
FIKERSRLS[XS½RHEWSPYXMSRXSQSZI
forward.
“A lot of time was spent talking to people and

there was an argument of why list the building
[LIRXLIVIMWEZIV]WXVSRKNYWXM½GEXMSRJSV
knocking it down,” adds Green.
±-R[IWXITTIHFEGOJVSQEPPSYV
discussions and debates and really reviewed
where we were with the Grand.
“One thing that was crucial at this point was
that there was no evidence the facade on
Colmore Row could be repaired.”
-REYXYQR,SVXSRWWTIRXQ
employing Arup Facade Engineering and
WTIGMEPMWXVIWXSVEXMSR½VQ0MRJSVH+VSYTXS
½RHSYXMJMXGSYPHFIVITEMVIHERHEXVMEPEVIE
along Colmore Row and Church Street was
worked on to an acceptable standard.
-RPEVKIEVIEWXLIWXSRILEHJEMPIHXSHS
its job because it was the wrong kind, laid
inappropriately and had an inappropriate
VEMR[EXIVWXVEXIK]8LMWVIWYPXIHMRWXSRIW
falling on to the pavement in the 1960s and in
1978 the stones were coated, which for some
of the stonework exacerbated the problem.
Since then a protective covering has hidden
the top level from view.
“What the analysis has shown is that the
top stones will have to be restored and the
bottom will be polished,” says Green.
±8LIVIMWEGLEPPIRKMRKXEWORS[XSGSRZIVX
XLMWWGLIQIMRXSEFYMPHMRKTVSNIGXERH½RHMRK
contractors that can take this on board,
especially the facade restoration as Linford
went bust last year, which makes the process
QSVIHMJ½GYPX²8LMWMW[LIR,SVXSRW[MPPORS[
whether £30m is enough to cover its plans.
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“What’s true to say is that in terms of
assessing the viability of the scheme only
Hortons, that is looking at the very long term,
could commit to the investment required to
bring the hotel back to life.
“We want bedrooms that are worthy of the
name, so we will be knocking three bedrooms
MRXSX[SERHLEZIERI[GMVGYPEXMSRGSVI8LMW
is why we are going to build the sky suites for
really high-end rooms, which it’s never had.”
8LI+VERH´WWMKRM½GERGIXS&MVQMRKLEQMRXLI
past is its usefulness as a venue for meetings,
weddings and work parties.
Hortons’ Estate hopes to start the restoration
later this year and its current estimations are
for 20 months of work.

HISTORY
As part of the Second Birmingham Improvement
Act of 1861 Georgian Properties on the square
were demolished and landowner Isaac Horton
bought the plot and commissioned Thomas Pelvins
to design a hotel for Colmore Row.
8LIFYMPHMRK[EWGSQTPIXIHMRMRXLI*VIRGL
6IREMWWERGI7X]PI[EWEPXIVIHERHI\XIRHIHMR
ERH
It was granted Grade II listed status in 2004 and
thus saved from demolition.
“Horton knew that railways were the next big thing
and if he could build a building next to Snow Hill
WXEXMSRXLEXGSQQIVGMEPTISTPI[SYPHYWIMX²WE]W
8SR]+VIIR'LMIJ)\IGYXMZISJ,SVXSRW´)WXEXI

Young
Leaders
Our City’s Future

Harnessing young people’s skills is essential
to meeting the challenges facing Birmingham
says Birmingham Leadership Foundation’s
connector Chris Khamis (who delivered the
Society’s annual lecture) and its exective director
Mashkura Begum

Birmingham has a huge resource in its young
people and from diverse communities across
the city they are organising events, setting up
businesses and establishing self-help projects.
8LIMVMRWTMVMRKPIEHIVWLMTSJXIRRSXZMWMFPIXS
established leaders, needs to be encouraged,
nurtured and learnt from to secure a better
future for all who live or work here.
However, there are three huge interconnected challenges facing Birmingham,
challenges that contain with them huge
opportunities for our city but, if mishandled
SVMKRSVIH[MPPXYVRMRXSLYKITVSFPIQW8LI]
EVI½VWXP]EPEVKI]SYRKTSTYPEXMSRGSQFMRIH
with high youth unemployment; secondly, high
levels of deprivation and social exclusion in
a battered but transforming local economy,
and thirdly, challenges to community cohesion,
stoked by deprivation, in the most diverse city

Unemployment
8EOIXLI½VWXSJXLIWI&MVQMRKLEQLEWXLI
QSWX]SYXLJYPTVS½PISJER]QENSVGMX]MR
Europe: 37 per cent of its population was
under 25 in 2010 compared with England’s
TIVGIRX8LMWLEWXLITSXIRXMEPSJE
demographic dividend for our city at a time
when much of Europe is considering how to
meet the costs of an aging population.
Yet youth unemployment stood at 25.1 per
cent in December 2011, the highest rate
amongst England’s core cities (average 19.1
TIVGIRX -R1EVGLXLIVI[IVI
Job Seeker’s Allowance (JSA) claimants aged
between 18 and 24 years in the city. Of these,
6,520 had been unemployed for more than six
months.
8LI%WWSGMEXMSRSJ'LMIJ)\IGYXMZIWSJ
:SPYRXEV]3VKERMWEXMSR´W %'):3 
Commission on Youth Unemployment

recent report highlighted a large number of
Birmingham neighbourhoods amongst its 600
youth unemployment ‘hotspots’ where the
young JSA claimants rate is at least twice the
national average.
8LIHIQSKVETLMGHMZMHIRHVMWOWXYVRMRKMRXSE
QEWWMZIHI½GMXERH[EWXISJVIWSYVGIWYRPIWW
as a city, we show leadership to use the talents
of our young people and to include rather
than exclude them in our economy.

Deprivation and diversity
8LMWXEWOMWQEHIQSVIHMJ½GYPXF]HITVMZEXMSR
Birmingham is the ninth most deprived out of
the 354 authorities in England as measured by
XLI-RHI\SJ1YPXMTPI(ITVMZEXMSR
However, with a history of innovation and
IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT[LMGLMWVI¾IGXIHMRQER]
of its institutions, Birmingham is transforming
its economy into one which matches the
demands of the 21st century. And through its
cosmopolitan population, it is well positioned
to develop international markets for its goods
and services, giving meaning to the term
‘diversity advantage’.
Birmingham is on track to become one of the
½VWXX[S³QMRSVMX]QENSVMX]´GMXMIWMRXLI9/
Health evidence for the Birmingham-Sandwell
Housing Market Renewal area showed
that between 2005 and 2009, there were
registrations at GP practices from people born
MRSJXLI92VIGSKRMWIHREXMSRW 
MJE[MHIVHI½RMXMSRSJREXMSRWMWYWIH 8LMWMW
an indication of Birmingham’s super-diversity.
8LIVITSVXSRXLI0S^IPPWHMWXYVFERGIW
(Black Radley, May 2007) highlighted how
inter-ethnic tensions were exacerbated by
deprivation and failures in collaborative, crosscommunity leadership and a failure to engage
young people.
8LIRIIHXSSTIRYT&MVQMRKLEQXSERH
learn from its young diverse emerging leaders
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was underlined again during the August 2011
HMWXYVFERGIWMRXLIGMX]8LIWITSMRXIHXSXLI
dangers for social cohesion and economic
development in Birmingham if its established
leaders do not respond adequately to the
challenges faced. At the same time, the
disturbances revealed the hugely positive role
and potential of grass roots leaders in our
RIMKLFSYVLSSHW2SXSRP]HMHXLI]GSQI
out on the night to calm the situation down
and to prevent the spread of the unrest but
they also worked tirelessly to clean up the
debris and to re-build community relations.
8LIMRXIVMQVITSVXSR&MVQMRKLEQ´W
riots based on discussions with 100s of
]SYRKTISTPIGSR½VQIHXLEXMRXIVIXLRMG
tensions still existed but that they had been
controlled through the leadership of people
PMOI8EVMU.SLERGSQQYRMX]EGXMZMWXWERH]SYRK
emerging leaders.

The Leadership Challenge
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ0IEHIVWLMT*SYRHEXMSR &0* 
was created 18 months ago to address these
challenges through sustained support to young,
emerging leaders. We are an independent,
RSXJSVTVS½XGSQTER]FEGOIHYTF]VERKI
of partners from the private, public and third
sectors. We identify someone as a leader if
they inspire and organise people to deliver
positive activities which improve the well-being
of Birmingham’s residents.
Since the start of our work in October 2010
[ILEZITMPSXIHEHS^IRTVSKVEQQIWHMVIGXP]
FIRI½XMRKNYWXSZIV]SYRKPIEHIVW;I
LEZIRS[PEYRGLIHSYV¾EKWLMT=SYRK
Leaders Programme (100 YLP), building on
the lessons learnt from our pilots, to provide
opportunies and sustained support to at least
200 more over the next three years.
All participants will have a "diagnostic"
interview (and follow up reviews) during
which they will select the mix of opportunities
that best meet their needs and aspirations.
Some of these opportunities will be provided
in structured packages such as “Breakthrough”,
a six month structured programme of
learning, visits and project work for 18-25
year olds developed collaboratively with
Common Purpose, and “Get on Board” which
is focussed on young leaders aged 21-35
who want to take a leading position in the
governance of third sector, public and private
organisations.

“The 100 YLP activities and
projects will be embedded in real
organisations tackling the real issues”

1EWLOYVE&IKYQI\IGYXMZI
director of BLF

deprived constituencies who has been elected
to the Youth Parliament for Birmingham.
8LI=04EGXMZMXMIWERHTVSNIGXW[MPPFI
embedded in real organisations tackling
the real issues that these organisations and
the people they serve are facing every day.
8LI][MPPFIFEWIHYTSRGVSWWGSQQYRMX]
and cross-sector working which strengthens
cohesion and wellbeing by combining different
communities different strengths and by
building relations of trust.

BIRMINGHAM LEADERSHIP
FOUNDATION
&MVQMRKLEQ0IEHIVWLMT*SYRHEXMSR &0* MWER
MRHITIRHIRXRSXJSVTVS½XGSQTER]JSYRHIH
in June 2010. Its core objective is to open
up pathways and opportunities for the next
generation of leaders in Birmingham. The BLF’s
provides connections to leadership development
opportunities for young people in the city and
builds pathways for the continuous growth of
their leadership skills so that the next generation
of the city’s leader
FIXXIVVI¾IGXWXLIGMX]´WHIQSKVETL]

We have a vision of a network of “What
HMJJIVIRGIGER-QEOI#²MRMXMEXMZIWEGVSWWXLI
city, led by young people who share and learn
from each other and who engage established
leaders from all sectors and communities
in making Birmingham a better place. One
recent example is the “One Shot” team that
has organised a “Dragon’s Den” type event
for young people seeking to establish a
business or secure a job as part of a career
plan. Another just starting is “BLF Master
Classes” where events will be organised
inviting an established leader to speak on a
OI]MWWYIMHIRXM½IHF]=04TEVXMGMTERXW
together with a response by a young, emerging
leaders followed by discussion focused on
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRWJSVEGXMSR8LI½VWX[MPP
involve an elected Councillor and a 100 YLP
participant from one of Birmingham’s most

THE 100 YOUNG
LEADERS’ PROGRAMME

Moving forward together
We know we cannot meet the challenges
alone and that many others are playing a key
VSPIMRWYTTSVXMRKSYVGMX]´W]SYRKPIEHIVW8LI
&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]´W2I\X+IRIVEXMSR
%[EVHWERH=SYRK'MXM^IRWTVSKVEQQIEVI
prime examples. We will work with all who
have a similar vision, enhancing and adding to
their work, and we will continuously call for
others to provide more opportunities for our
]SYRKTISTPI8LIJYXYVISJSYVGMX]HITIRHW
upon it.
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;MPPSJJIVEQIRYSJHIZIPSTQIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIW
including:
6IWMHIRXMEPWERHWXVYGXYVIHPIEVRMRKWIWWMSRW
1IRXSVMRK
'SEGLMRK
7LEHS[MRK
4PEGIQIRXWERHMRXIVRWLMTW
:MWMXWXSOI]SVKERMWEXMSRW
7IQMREVWGSRJIVIRGIWERHEGXMSRTPERRMRK
IZIRXWEVSYRHOI]MWWYIWJEGMRK&MVQMRKLEQ
7TIGM½GWOMPPWXVEMRMRKERH
8IEQW[SVOMRKSRTVSNIGXWXLEXEMQXSQEOI
a difference to the well being of Birmingham’s
VIWMHIRXW8LIVIEVIEPVIEH]]SYRKTISTPI
[SVOMRKSRXLIWI±;LEXHMJJIVIRGIGER-QEOI#²
projects.

Symphony
Hall gets key
to the city
Interview with
Andrew Jowett
%RHVI[.S[IXX[EWETTSMRXIH(MVIGXSVSJ
Symphony Hall in 1988 and has been chief
executive of Performances Birmingham Limited
since 2007, which now runs the venue in
tandem with the Town Hall.
In 2011 Jowett was awarded The Birmingham
'MZMG7SGMIX]´W+SPH1IHEPJSVWMKRM½GERX
contribution to Birmingham’s artistic reputation.
Here he talks to Perspectives about Symphony
Hall, which is celebrating its 21st Anniversary
this year.

What’s it like to be celebrating 21 years
of Symphony Hall and what have been
your favourite moments so far?
-GER´XFIPMIZIMX´W]IEVW;LIVIHMHMXKS#
3ZIVEPP-XLMROMX[SYPHFIXLIJEGXXLEXMXMWE
fantastic concert hall. People said to me at the
start, ‘where do you expect Symphony Hall’s
TSWMXMSRXSFI#´%RH-XSPHXLIQMX[SYPHFI
an achievement for people to perform here,
just like it is to play at Carnegie Hall. Actually
Symphony Hall is better than Carnegie, so for
people to say they have played at Symphony
Hall is really something.

-XLMROXLI½VWXRSXIW-LIEVHTPE]IHLIVI[IVI
JVSQQ]OMHW-[EWEXXLIXSTPIZIPERH-GSYPH
hear my daughter playing the violin on stage
very clearly.
8LI½VWXZMWMXXS7]QTLSR],EPPSJXLIKVIEX
GSRHYGXSV:EPIV]+IVKMIZ[LSWI/MVSZ3TIVE
RS[GEPPIHXLI1EVMMRWO] [IVIXLI½VWX
opera company perform in Symphony Hall
in August 1991. Gergiev has returned many
XMQIWWMRGI8LIRXLIXLERRMZIVWEV][I
managed to get Sir Simon Rattle [Conductor
of the City of Birmingham Orchestra (CBSO)
from 1980-1998) and Cecilia Bartoli.
Also, education projects such as the annual
Sing For All concerts where hundreds of
schoolchildren come together to perform on
Symphony Hall’s stage - a truly uplifting and
[SRHIVJYPI\TIVMIRGI%RH8SR]&IRRIXX´W
appearances are always highlights - he has told
audiences that Symphony Hall is the “best
concert hall in the world”.
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How did the building of a great concert
hall in Birmingham happen?
You have to put it into context and you can
go back a hundred years or more. Sir Simon
Rattle was here and 70 years before that
Birmingham Orchestra was here and before
that the Birmingham Festival Choral Society
[formed in 1843]. And they all mirrored
Birmingham culturally.
-JXLI8S[R,EPPHMHR´XI\MWXXLI7]QTLSR]
Hall wouldn’t. Somehow getting a new
venue became part of the regeneration of
the city and the council used culture as the
cornerstone.
All tied to that was the fact that this enhances
ERHJYP½PWXLII\TIGXEXMSRWSJXLITSTYPEXMSR
and having a broad range of facilities that can
house their needs.
Birmingham was coming from a position of
economic decline with all kinds of social and
racial problems with poverty and immigration
that were not resolvable by just throwing
money at them.
8LITISTPISJ&MVQMRKLEQHMHIRNS]XLIMV
QYWMGRSXTPE]MRKMXFYXWMRKMRKMX7MKRM½GERXP]
they commissioned Elgar, Mendelssohn and
7YPPMZER?EWTEVXSJXLI&MVQMRKLEQ8VMIRRMEP
Festivals 1784-1912].
What happened with Rattle is he touched
EHMZMWMSRERHLIWEMH±=SYLEZIXLI8S[R
Hall but it’s not the greatest concert hall in
the world. So if you want to have a great
orchestra, you have to have a better hall to
perform and rehearse in.”
8LEX[EWEGLEPPIRKIXLIGMX]EGGITXIHERH
decided it would build the Symphony Hall.

What makes Symphony Hall such a
special venue?
-VIQIQFIVLEZMRKQ]TLSXSKVETLXEOIR
along Broad Street with a huge sign along the
building stating, “one of the world’s greatest
concert halls” before it was even named.
So the city was wearing its ambition very
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clearly on its civic sleeve.
Symphony Hall is certainly one of the top
three or four concert halls in the world. When
you are at that level you go into semantics
about warmth etc.
-X[EWFYMPXXSLSYWIGPEWWMGEPQYWMGERHXLEX
was the catalyst and its presence in the city
gave impetus to that.
Where the city got it absolutely right was they
GSQQMWWMSRIHEREGSYWXMGMER½VWXXLIRXLI
architect and then the engineer.
8LEXQIERXXLIWGEPIHMQIRWMSRWERH
surface were spot on: they would need to
be for optimum classical music and also to
EGGSQQSHEXIRSRGPEWWMGEPEQTPM½IHQYWMG
-RSXLIV[SVHWMXRIIHIHVIZIVFIVEXMSRERH
clarity.
What happened then was they went on to
create a team that would build the greatest
concert hall built in the 20th century.

“The city would be a far poorer
place without Symphony Hall and
Town Hall. A life without music is
unimaginable”
-XQEHIEWXEXIQIRXEFSYX&MVQMRKLEQ´W
EWTMVEXMSRWEWERMRXIVREXMSREPGMX]-X[EW
an iconic building that is physically there
for people to identify with and they never
¾MRGLIH8LI]HMHR´XPSSOFEGO
-XLEHXLIFIWXEGSYWXMGEVGLMXIGXSRXLI
project in Russell Johnson, which meant you
couldn’t hear the air conditioning inside, trains
YRHIVRIEXLSVXVEJ½GSYXWMHI
8LIVIEWSRMX´WWSKSSHMWIZIRHS[RXS
XLI½RMWLERHTISTPIGERRSXFIPMIZIMXMW
years old as it is well maintained and easily
maintainable.
-XWKVIEXEGSYWXMGWQIERWMXLEWXLI¾I\MFMPMX]
to have different acts and has that reputation
over the years a self perpetuating dynamic.

8LI'&73LEWTIVJSVQERGIWE]IEVERH
VILIEVWEPW8LI][MPPHSXLEXJSVX[SXS
three years in advance.
So now we have concerts in our diary for
them and us going into July 2014.
0SSOMRKEXMXPMOIXLMWMJ-[ERX:MIRRE
Philharmonic Orchestra then 2014 or 2015
will be the next time there is any chance.
As for the best artists in the world such as
Cecilia Bartoli: we don’t ring her, her agent
will ring us and tell us dates she can do, which
GSYPHFIX[SSVXLVII]IEVWE[E]8LIR]SY
have the Royal Opera House, which would
like to do something with us for the next
three-to-four years.
Some artists would like to play at Symphony
,EPPFYXGSYPHSRP]½PPWIEXWWSMX´WXLSWI
sorts of extremes.
But as well as programming the Birmingham
-RXIVREXMSREP'SRGIVX7IEWSR[LMGLMW8S[R
,EPP 7]QTLSR],EPP´W¾EKWLMTGPEWWMGEP
music series, we also look to create a balance
with a wide range of other performances
MRGPYHMRKWIVMIWSJNE^^JSPOERH[SVPHQYWMG
ERHVSGOTSTERHGSQIH]IZIRXW-RJEGX
classical music represents only a third of our
programme. Many other dates in Symphony
Hall are taken up by local hirers - choral
societies, schools performances, Birmingham
Music Service galas and so on - and they are
an important part of our community remit.

What work do you do with the wider
community and education?
We have a funding agreement with
&MVQMRKLEQ'MX]'SYRGMP8LI]KMZIQMPPMSR
and expect a diverse range of local input:
educational, free as well as classical and
popular music.
8LMWMWEPWSVI¾IGXMZISJ[LEX[I[ERXXS
do and gives us a sense of direction to our

As Chief Executive what are you
looking for when you plan the calendar
of events for a new year?
-X´WRSXUYMXIEWWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHEWEGEPIRHEV
]IEV=SYLEZIE½RERGMEP]IEVERH]SYLEZI
[LEX]SYXEOIEXXLIFS\SJ½GIEKEMRWX[LEX
you pay the performers.
So what you have to do is create a balanced
programme with low risk and high level risk in
terms of the performances and how successful
they will be.
8LIR]SYLEZIXLIGSQQMXQIRXXSTISTPI
who use the Symphony Hall as their home,
such as the CBSO, and you are looking to give
them priority.
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TPERRMRKVI¾IGXMSRSJXLIGMX]´WHIQSKVETLMGW
and attitudes.
We have a massive education programme;
however, we do not have any musicians working
for us directly.
What we have is a building in the community of
Ladywood and we’re related to that community.
&SXLXLI7]QTLSR],EPPERH8S[R,EPPSJJIVXLI
opportunity for school children come at least
once a year to learn, see a concert, meet artists
and see a free performance.
We have full performances paid for by our fund
with 800 kids attending.
8LIGMX][SYPHFIEJEVTSSVIVTPEGI[MXLSYX
7]QTLSR],EPPERH8S[R,EPP%PMJI[MXLSYX
music is unimaginable.

How did the Symphony Hall and Town
Hall come to be run together?
;LEXLETTIRIH[EW8S[R,EPPGPSWIHMR
*SV½ZI]IEVWXLIX[SZIRYIWLEHVER
MRGSQTIXMXMSR8LIVI[EWEPSXXLEXRIIHIH
XSFIHSRIFYXMXOITXFIMRKQSXLFEPPIH8LIR
an attempt was made to attain Arts Lottery
funding for refurbishment but this was rejected.
-X[EWE+VEHI-PMWXIHFYMPHMRKERH½REPP]KEMRIH
heritage lottery funding along with funds from
Birmingham City Council and the European
Regional Development Fund.
-XLSYKLXMJXLI]EVIKSMRKXSVISTIR8S[R,EPP
XLIR-HSR´X[ERXER]SXLIVGSQTER]XSQEREKI
MX7S-SJJIVIH7]QTLSR],EPP´WXIEQXSLIPT
them with the project and champion it. We
decided it would and that’s when we created
Performances Birmingham Limited.
-XFIGEQIORS[RXLIREW8,7,ERHMR3GXSFIV
2007 it reopened and we celebrated its 175th
anniversary as the world’s oldest concert hall.
And of course the two work so complementary
XSKIXLIV-X´W[SVOIH[SRHIVJYPP][IPP

Head To Head
‘Does Birmingham
appreciate its heritage?’

The Lunar Society event at the Ikon Gallery on Thursday, May 24 was the outcome of a successful series of panel discussions held in 2011 which
explored subjects such as the arts, science and education.
&MVQMRKLEQ´WLMWXSV]ERHLIVMXEKIJIEXYVIHMRXLIWIHMWGYWWMSRWWSMXWIIQIHETTVSTVMEXIXSPSSOWITEVEXIP]EXXLIUYIWXMSR³(SIW&MVQMRKLEQ
appreciate its heritage?’
'LEMVIHF](V1EPGSPQ(MGO(MVIGXSVSJXLI'IRXVIJSV;IWX1MHPERHW,MWXSV]9RMZIVWMX]SJ&MVQMRKLEQJSYVTERIPQIQFIVWIEGLSJ[LSQLEHE
particular expertise in and commitment to aspects of history and heritage, explored the question.
8LI][IVI4VSJIWWSV6I\,EVVMW9RMZIVWMX]SJ&MVQMRKLEQ7EPP],SFER8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]ERH&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]3J½GI.ELER1ELQSSH
GSQQYRMX]LMWXSVMERERH(V'LVMW9TXSR2I[QER9RMZIVWMX]'SPPIKI
1EPGSPQ(MGOMRXVSHYGIHXLITVSGIIHMRKWTSMRXMRKSYXXLIGSRXIQTSVEV]WMKRM½GERGISJ³LIVMXEKI´EHMJ½GYPXXIVQXSHI½RIMRXLIPMKLXSJ
current developments: the forthcoming opening of a new Central Library, the creation of Birmingham Museum’s extensive history galleries,
VIWXVMGXIH½RERGIJSVPMFVEVMIWEVGLMZIWQYWIYQWERHGSRWIVZEXMSRXLIHIQSPMXMSRSJLMWXSVMGWMXIWERHXLIGLERKMRKHIQSKVETLMGMHIRXMX]SJ
Birmingham.
(MHXLIWITSWISTTSVXYRMXMIWSVGLEPPIRKIW#8LIEMQSJXLIHIFEXI[EWRSXXS½RHERW[IVWFYXXSIREFPIXLITERIPPMWXWERHQIQFIVWSJXLI
EYHMIRGIXSI\TPSVIERYQFIVSJXLIQIW-X[EWLSTIHXLEXXLMWIZIRX[SYPHRSXFIERIRHFYXEFIKMRRMRKXSPIEHXSJYVXLIVIZIRXWERH
MRMXMEXMZIW[LMGL[SYPHVEMWIXLITVS½PISJLIVMXEKIPSGEPP]
8LIUYIWXMSR[LMGLYRHIVTMRRIHXLIIZIRX[EWFVSOIRHS[RMRXSXLVIIWYFUYIWXMSRW
(SIW&MVQMRKLEQETTVIGMEXIMXWWGMIRXM½GLIVMXEKI#
Do young people and members of new communities appreciate Birmingham’s heritage and how is it possible to involve them in the city’s
heritage?
8S[LEXI\XIRXMW&MVQMRKLEQ´WTL]WMGEPLIVMXEKIYRHIVXLVIEXERHLS[QMKLX[ITVSXIGXMQTSVXERXWXVYGXYVIWMRXLIJYXYVI#

Dr Chris Upton - Newman University College
Half a century ago the words ‘Birmingham’ and ‘heritage’ would rarely
FIWIIRHVMROMRKMRXLIWEQIFEV8LIGMX]XLEXLEHEP[E]WQSZIH
relentlessly forward had little time for looking back. Even the city’s
museum, established back in the 19th Century, was set up primarily to
provide its makers with design models for the future.
8SHE]EW[ITIIV[MXLMRGVIEWMRKYRGIVXEMRX]MRXSXLIWX'IRXYV]
the past appears a much more attractive place. Such backward looking
- what Marshall McLuhan called ‘looking at the future through rear-view
QMVVSVW´GERIEWMP]ETTIEVRSWXEPKMGERHWIRXMQIRXEP8LIVI´WIRSYKL
³3PH&VYQ´SRXLIFSSOWLIPZIWERHMRXLIQEKE^MRIWXSWLS[MXW
appeal.
But the local past - for want of a better term let’s call it heritage - has
EQYGLQSVIMQTSVXERXVSPIXLERXLMW-XLIPTWXSVSSXTISTPIERHKMZI
XLIQEWIRWISJGSRXMRYMX]MHIRXMX]ERHTPEGI8LIQSWXMRXIRWIERH
powerful sense of the past comes from one’s immediate surroundings;
it is why most children’s introduction to history begins with the family
and the neighbourhood.
We have learnt this lesson late in Birmingham; some would say we
LEZIPIEVRXMXXSSPEXI8LIPSWWSJWSQYGLSJSYVFYMPXIRZMVSRQIRXMR
XLITSWX[EVTIVMSH2I[7XVIIXERH7RS[,MPP7XEXMSRXLI8LIEXVI
Royal, Reference Library - is irreversible, but we surely cannot let the
WEQIXLMRKLETTIREKEMR-REGMX][LIVIQSRI]LEWEP[E]WXEPOIH
louder than history, it is up to organisations like the Civic Society,
:MGXSVMER7SGMIX]ERH0YREV7SGMIX]XSIRWYVIXLEXMXWZSMGIMWLIEVH

-REGMX][LIVIGLERKIMWE[E]SJPMJIXLIZSMGISJXLITEWXQYWXRSXFI
silenced.
-XMWEPWSYTXSSYVWGLSSPWERHSYVXIEGLIVWXSQEOIWYVIXLEXPSGEP
history is preserved in the curriculum. Our communities, our feeling of
being part of a whole, depend upon it.

Professor Rex Harris - University of Birmingham
-X´WEQE^MRKLS[TIVGITXMZIWSQI½KYVIWJVSQXLITEWXEVI-EQ
interested in climate change how we can use energy to help this.
8LMWGMX]LEWE[SRHIVJYPLIVMXEKIMRXIVQWSJWGMIRGIIRIVK]
manufacturing and basic science if you look at hydrogen. Birmingham
[EWXLI½VWXXSLEZIKEWWXVIIXPMKLXMRK-XLMROXLIVI´WEGSRXMRYMRKXLVIEH
from the 1700s up to today.
However, coming from South Wales and living in Birmingham for 50
years, the city does not punch beyond its weight and it could do a lot
more if we only look at the Gas Street Basin and the headquarters of
the Worcester and Birmingham Canal, which lies empty as does the
*MHHPIERH&SRITYF8LIVIEVIEPSXSJTPEGIWSJLMWXSVMGERHWGMIRXM½G
importance that are being neglected.
8LI.EQIW;EXX0EFSVEXSV]MWRS[STIRMR0SRHSR-LIEVHSR6EHMS
8LMWMWWSQIXLMRKXLEXWLSYPHFIMRXLMWGMX]XSWTYVSRXLIJYXYVI
scientists of Birmingham.
Soho Foundry, for example, should be a World Heritage Site, the canals
lead to it and we should be able to see it.
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Sally Hoban - The Birmingham Civic Society
-[SVOEX%WWE]3J½GIERHMXMWXLISRP]STIRFYWMRIWWXLEXGERFIXVEGIH
FEGOXS1EXXLI[&SYPXSR&YX[LIR-XEPOEFSYXXLI0YREV7SGMIX]SYXWMHI
of Birmingham there is no appreciation of how great he was and of the
0YREV7SGMIX]8LIVIMWHI½RMXIP]ERSTTSVXYRMX]LIVIXSXIPPXLIWXSV]
%RSXLIVEVIE-EQMRXIVIWXIHMRMWXLEX[SQIRLEZITPE]IHEKVIEXVSPIMR
the medical history of this city and it’s a subject that is under researched
and we need a place to engage people in more research on this subject.
3RISJXLITVSNIGXW-EQMRZSPZIH[MXLMWXLI'MZMG7SGMIX]&PYI4PEUYIW
which highlight how the city and its people have contributed to the wider
world.
So a lot of what happens in terms of history and heritage tends to happen
SYXWMHISJXLIGMX]GSYRGMP[MXLZSPYRXIIVWERHWSGMIX]´WMRGPYHMRK8LI
:MGXSVMER7SGMIX]
3RISJXLIOI]XLMRKW-LEZIXVMIHXSHSMWIRGSYVEKISYXVIEGL3RISJXLI
responsibilities as an academic is to go out and encourage people to get
involved, explore and study.
%X2I[QER'SPPIKI-[EWVIGIRXP]MRZSPZIH[MXLETMPSXWGLIQIMRE'MZMG
Society capacity where we took teachers to sites in the city where they
could get tangible experience of the past and take this to the classroom the feedback was very positive.
*VSQQ]TIVWTIGXMZIEWGLEMVSJXLI'MZMG7SGMIX]´W,IVMXEKI'SQQMXXII-
am keeping my eye on Hudson’s Colmore Row, from the Art and Crafts
period, but unless you have an understanding of architecture in Birmingham
and nationally you may not know of its importance.
8LI7GLSSPSJ%VXERH(IWMKRSR1EVKEVIX7XVIIXMWPMWXIHERHMWWXMPPYWIH
in its original purpose but can others be used as another purpose?
We have to try and encourage the volunteers, they are the unsung heroes
of the heritage community, and encourage academics to inspire and try and
make a difference.

Jahan Mahmood - Community and Military Historian
Knowing my own history and trying to understand the concept of
Britishness and then making a link between the two helped me discover the
massive links between them.
-XEPOXS]SYRKTISTPIEPPXLIXMQIERH-EWOIHSRIPEHXSEWOLMWKVERHJEXLIV
about ties with Britain and he found out he had received the Burma Star
½KLXMRKEKEMRWXXLI.ETERIWI
He told me that he wished he had found this out earlier as he wouldn’t
have felt so isolated.
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-EQHMWETTSMRXIHXLEX-HSRSXWIIQYGLSJXLILMWXSV]SJXLIXL
GIRXYV]EVSYRHXLIGMX]-R&MVQMRKLEQ]SYGERKIXXLIFIWXWEVMMRXLI
GSYRXV]8LMWMWNYWXSRII\EQTPISJXLIJERXEWXMGHMZIVWMX]XLIGMX]LEW
-XMWZIV]MQTSVXERXXSKIXTISTPIXSPSSOEXXLIMVLMWXSV]-EQ
TVSQSXMRKLMWXSV]ERHLIVMXEKIMRXLIGSQQYRMX];LEX-LEZIWIIR
through the sessions with students is few request to do history. For me
the most important element is to reach those who are disenfranchised
JVSQWSGMIX]=IQIRMWERH2SVXL%JVMGERWJSVI\EQTPI
3RISJXLIFIEYXMIWSJXLI&VMXMWL-RHMER%VQ]MWXLEXMXMWJVSQFSXL
communities.
-[SVO[MXLEGSQQYRMX]XLEXHSIWR´XGSRRIGX[MXLLMWXSV]WS]SY
have to be ingenious when connecting with them. Anyone who has
WXYHMIHQMPMXEV]LMWXSV]PMOI-LEZIMWRIZIVKSMRKXSKPSVMJ][EVS]SY
GERMR¾YIRGIXLIQMRXLEXVIWTIGXXSETTVIGMEXIXLEXRSSRI[MRWMRE
war. But their attention span is just minutes. How do you teach them
[IEVIXLI]SYRKIWXGMX]MR&VMXEMRERHZIV]HMZIVWI8LI]RIIHXSWII
history and heritage can be relevant to their lives.

Peter Mayer - Chair - The Lunar Society
8LMWHIFEXIRSXSRP]LMKLPMKLXIHXLIWMKRM½GERXVMWOJEGMRK[LEXMWPIJX
of Birmingham and the Midlands physical heritage but the need for
interested parties to work together to ensure funding can be targeted
towards the best of what we do have.
8LMWMQTSVXERXUYIWXMSR[EWHIFEXIHIRXLYWMEWXMGEPP]F]ETERIP
of diverse and dedicated experts with an audience including
VITVIWIRXEXMZIWJVSQREXMSREPERHPSGEPMRXIVIWXIHTEVXMIWMRGPYHMRK8LI
2EXMSREP8VYWXERHSYVQYWIYQW
So how do we encourage Birmingham’s young and diverse population
and make our heritage relevant to their lives and how do we save our
heritage?
Some of the ideas generated by the meeting included closer working
between the Lunar and Civic Societies and other interested parties; the
setting up of a youth heritage panel, and a pub heritage trail.
Canal trips and discussion forums in the Ross Barlow hydrogen
powered boat (the boat takes 15 people) are feasible now.
8LMWHMWGYWWMSRLEWTVSZMHIHXLIFEWMWJSVGSRXMRYIHJSGYWERHHMVIGXMSR
on this topic, which is at the heart of the Lunar Society’s activities and
without which the future will be much poorer.
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Birmingham Civic Society
Committee Reports
Planning Committee
Keeping an eye on the
built environment
The planning committee considers all aspects
of the built environment relating to planning,
conservation, public art and public realm and
bestows the annual Renaissance Award to a
successful conservation project completed in
the City.
8LIGSQQMXXIIMWQEHIYTSJ'MZMG7SGMIX]
members with a wide range of expertise
including architects, urban designers, surveyors,
conservation and heritage specialists, and
development consultants.
8SVIWTSRHXSXLISJXIRJEWXQSZMRKREXYVI
of the development issues discussed, the
GSQQMXXIIQIIXWQSRXLP]8LI'MZMG7SGMIX]´W
planning committee has a growing reputation
as a design review panel and developers
regularly consult with the Civic Society during
XLIHIWMKRWXEKIWSJTVSNIGXW8LI'MX]'SYRGMP
seek our views on the following types of
planning and listed building applications:
All major City Centre applications.
All major applications in conservation areas
(not of a domestic nature).

All major gateway site developments.
All listed building applications other than small
domestic proposals.
8LIGSQQMXXIIMWRSXEGSRWIVZEXMSR
body but takes an holistic approach to
planning, which encompasses development,
regeneration, architecture and conservation.
-XLEWGSQQIRXIHSRERHIZIRXYEPP]
supported many controversial schemes in
XLIGMX]GIRXVI-XLEWEPWSFIIRZIV]GVMXMGEP
of others particularly where it considers
that a development will be detrimental to
a conservation area, public space, or listed
building.
A common concern continues to be the
general poor quality of architectural design in
Birmingham and the inadequate information
provided with some planning applications. We
regularly urge the City planners to be more
demanding of the developers and architects.
We monitor the all too numerous important
historic buildings that are at risk because they

are in poor condition, inadequately maintained
SVGYVVIRXP]LEZIRSYWI8LI]EVISJXIRER
embarrassment to our city and we continue
to urge the City Council, building owners and
developers to respect their guardianship of
our architectural heritage.
We are equally concerned by our streets and
public spaces and we have for some time
EVKYIHJSVWMKRM½GERXMQTVSZIQIRXWXSXLI
quality of the public realm of the north end
of Corporation Street adjacent to the Law
Courts and Methodist Central Hall and on to
the Children’s Hospital and Aston University.
We will continue to make the case for the
highest quality in the design of all buildings and
public spaces necessary to become a ‘world
class’ City.
Paul K Lister
:MGI'LEMVQERERH8VYWXIISJ8LI&MVQMRKLEQ
Civic Society and Chairman of the Planning
Committee

Heritage Committee
Volunteers encouraged to
get involved
The Heritage Committee is keen to build up
links with the local history community and
anyone interested in the history of Birmingham.
We have a variety of projects coming up that
we would welcome further volunteer support
including the Mapping the Blue Plaques where
volunteers will document sightings of the
Society’s Blue Plaques and also report on their
condition.
As part of the Civic Society’s work to engage
with possible new members and further local
GSQQYRMXMIW-[EWVIGIRXP]½PQIHF]XLI
7SGMIX]JSVEWIVMIWSJWLSVX½PQWMR[LMGLWLI
talked about some of Birmingham’s important
and sometimes hidden heritage.
8LIIMKLX½PQW[LMGLEPWSMRGPYHI2MGO

:IRRMRKERH4LMPMT7MRKPIXSREVIRS[EZEMPEFPI
XS[EXGLSR=SY8YFIERHGERFIJSYRHF]
searching for Birmingham Civic Society.
My voluntary work for the Civic Society is
all about celebrating our city’s past but also
bringing that past alive for young people in the
city today.
-[SYPHIRGSYVEKIER]SRI[MXLERMRXIVIWXMR
Birmingham’s history to become a member of
the Civic Society and join us in our work to
celebrate the city’s past, present and future.
8LI,IVMXEKI'SQQMXXIIMWEPWSTPIEWIHXS
ERRSYRGIXLEXMXW½VWX1YWMG4PEXI[EWIVIGXIH
in Kings Heath at the end of June, which will
be part of a planned series of commemorative
popular music plates for the city.
8LITPEXIGSQQIQSVEXIWXLIGSRXVMFYXMSR
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to popular music made by Ma and Pa Regan,
who ran venues in Birmingham including the
3PH,MKL4PE^EERHXLI6MX^&EPPVSSQMR/MRKW
Heath.
8LIGSYTPIWYTTSVXIHFERHWWYGLEW
8LI&IEXPIW8LI/MROW8LI%RMQEPW(YWX]
7TVMRK½IPH8LI7IEVGLIVWERH8LI1SSH]
Blues. You can read more about them
through the Birmingham Music Archive at
birminghammusicarchive.com
-J]SYEVIMRXIVIWXIHMRFIGSQMRKMRZSPZIHMR
our heritage work please email:
info@birminghamcivicsociety.org.uk or call the
7SGMIX]SJ½GISR

Sally Hoban, Chair of the Heritage committee

Birmingham Trees For Life
Plans underway for next tree
planting session this autumn
8LIXVIITPERXMRKWIEWSRLEWFIIR
hugely successful once again, this year with 30
plantings being funded by the City Council and
8LI&MK8VII4PERX
As well as new woodlands and ornamental
‘standard’ trees, three orchards have also been
planted.
8LI½REPXVIITPERXMRKXSSOTPEGISR1EVGL
[MXLSRISJXLIPEVKIWXIZIRXWXLI³4PERXE8VII
for Life’ community sponsors’ planting day on
March 17 being a huge success.
,IPHEX6IGXSV]4EVO7YXXSR'SPH½IPHQSVI
than 100 people planted trees they had
sponsored, many in memory of a loved one or
to celebrate a special occasion.
At least two companies have agreed to
WYTTSVX&MVQMRKLEQ8VIIW*SV0MJI &8*0 
XVIITPERXMRKMRXLIWIEWSR[MXLX[S
IZIRXWPMOIP]XSFIMR2EXMSREP8VII;IIO
2SZIQFIVXS(IGIQFIV 
-R&8*0[EWWYGGIWWJYPMRSFXEMRMRKE

Planning
Changes
8LI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO
244* MWXLIFMKKIWXVIJSVQXSXLITPERRMRK
system in England for 50 years and the
background to it has always been that
Ministers have wanted to replace the 1,200+
pages of planning guidance with a new more
accessible system that removes red tape,
stimulates development, encourages economic
growth and gives communities more control.
8LIVI[EW[MHIWTVIEHGSRGIVREFSYXXLI
Government’s planning reforms which; if they
had been kept as in the draft would have
biased decisions and put everyday England
at risk. Fortunately, the Government listened
to the 14,000 stakeholders who responded
to this consultation (including over 200
civic groups who participated in our Fair
Planning campaign by contacting local MPs
ERHPSGEPRI[WTETIVW 8LMWSRIGEQTEMKRLEW
demonstrated that by working together the
civic movement can have a real voice.
'MZMG:SMGIMWKPEHXLEXEQSVIGSQQSR
sense approach prevailed and that the
Government took on board the majority

KVERXJVSQXLIREXMSREP+SZIVRQIRX´W&MK8VII
4PERX &84 GEQTEMKR[LMGLJYRHIHTPERXMRKEX
WMXIWEGVSWWXLIGMX]MRTEVXMGYPEVP]
in areas of less economic prosperity or lower
XVIIGSZIV8LIEMQSJXLI&84MWXSMRZSPZI
local communities in tree planting, something
XLEX&8*0LEWFIIRHSMRKWYGGIWWJYPP]WMRGIMXW
inception in 2006.
Schoolchildren have also been involved
in planting trees at almost every site, and
numerous Friends Groups have supported
events.
8LI'SQQMXXIILEWEPWSGSRWMHIVIHXLI
+VIEX8VIIWSJ&MVQMRKLEQTVSNIGXERHEKVIIH
several action points in order to start to take
XLITVSNIGXJSV[EVH[MXLXLI&&';8+ISJJ
'SPIXSSOSZIVEW'LEMVQERSJXLI8VIIW
Committee.
&8*0SJ½GMEPP]PEYRGLIHXLI &MK8VII4PERX 
planting season on 2nd December at a
WMXI[MXLMRXLI/MRK½WLIV'SYRXV]4EVOEX

2I[W
of recommendations … but we still have
concerns. We believe that losing so much
detail from the system (Planning Policy
statements) only to be replaced by a single
57 page document gives much more scope
for interpretation and possibly legal challenge.
8LMWQE]LEZIXLISTTSWMXIIJJIGXXSXLEX
intended i.e. it may slow the planning system
down, make planning applications be decided
in court rooms and actually slow development
HS[R-XMWWYVIP]RSGSMRGMHIRGIXLEX'MZMG
:SMGILEWLIEVHEFSYXWXSVMIWSJPE[]IVWLMVMRK
planners to help them interpret the wording in
XLI244*¯QE]FIXLI]I\TIGXEFYW]JYXYVI
8LMWMW[LIVIGMZMGWSGMIXMIWWYGLEW
Birmingham have a key role. Having a binding
neighbourhood plan that is supported by
the community will be central in the future
of our towns. We would encourage every
civic society to speak with colleagues and
WXEVXXLMROMRKEFSYX2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERRMRK
2IMKLFSYVLSSHTPERWEVIRI[X]TIWSJ
plan, setting out the vision, aims, policies and
proposals for the future development of a
neighbourhood.
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'SPIFSYVRI1IEHS[W7XIGLJSVH8LI0SVH
Mayor, Cllr Anita Ward was present and local
WGLSSPGLMPHVIRJVSQ'SPIFSYVRI. -7GLSSP
planted sapling trees to enhance a nature area
that they use for study and fun.
8LI&MVQMRKLEQERH&PEGO'SYRXV]0MZMRK
0ERHWGETI2-%LEWFIIRGLSWIREWSRISJ
XLI½VWXX[IPZI2EXYVI-QTVSZIQIRX%VIEW
MR)RKPERHERH&8*0MWSRISJQER]PSGEP
partners in this project.
8LITVSNIGXEMQWXSEGLMIZIPSRKXIVQ
environmental gains for the wildlife and
people of Birmingham & the Black Country by
delivering targeted, on the ground, biodiversity
projects at a landscape scale.
A report from every event, with photographs,
MWTSWXIHSRXLI&8*0[IFWMXIFPSKLXXT
[[[FX¾SVKYOFPSK

Birmingham
Event
-R%TVMP'MZMG:SMGIMRZMXIHGMZMGWSGMIXMIW
from across the Midlands to a daylong event
Heritage Counts at the Birmingham Midland
-RWXMXYXI1EVKEVIX7XVIIX
8LITYVTSWISJXLMWHE][EWXSWYTTSVX
local groups in strengthening their groups by
learning about new ways to recruit members
ERHVEMWIXLIMVTVS½PI8LIWIEVIX[SMWWYIW
that seem to be perennial challenges for civic
groups.
8LVSYKLSYXXLIHE]GMZMGKVSYTWLEHXLI
opportunity to hear about scale and breadth
of the successful activities that other groups
[IVIMRZSPZIHMRXS½RHSYXEFSYXRI[[E]W
to get more people involved in their work.
Although word of mouth is a powerful way to
engage one-to-one, civic groups recognise that
this medium is no longer enough on its own
to maintain a full quota of volunteers. Most
civic groups recognise the need to consider
other communications methods such as
advertising vacancies in the press, using
the service of local volunteer centres and
encouraging local companies to give time to
their employees to volunteer.

A different
perspective
Continuing the Society’s strong
tradition of printing

8LMWMWWYISJBirmingham Perspectives has been
designed by students from Birmingham City
9RMZIVWMX]´W-RWXMXYXISJ%VXERH(IWMKR
7IGSRH]IEV&%:MWYEP'SQQYRMGEXMSR[MXL
+VETLMG(IWMKRWXYHIRXW2EXEPMI8E]PSVERH
Jack Graham were chosen by Perspectives’
editorial team to take on the challenge of
refreshing the publication, which was launched
MREWXLINSYVREPSJ8LI&MVQMRKLEQ
Civic Society.
Overseen by editor Adrian Murphy, who has
experience working as a journalist for regional
newspapers in the Midlands and national
RI[WTETIVWERHQEKE^MRIWMRXLI1MHHPI)EWX
XLIWXYHIRXW½RMWLIHXLIQEKE^MRIEX'PEVOI
Associates with the help of lead designer
.EQIW+VMJ½R
8LIPEXIWXHIWMKRGSRXMRYIWXLI7SGMIX]´W
strong tradition in printing, not only
publications for its members, but for the
GMXM^IRWSJ&MVQMRKLEQEW[IPP
3RISJXLI½VWXTYFPMGEXMSRWXSFITVMRXIHF]
the society was an illustrated pamphlet on the
Lickey Hills in 1919, followed by a guide to
Sutton Park and more recently the Heritage
&YMPHMRKW+YMHI½VWXTYFPMWLIHMR[MXL
one million copies printed to date.

Many of the annual reports were written by
XLI7SGMIX]´W½VWXWIGVIXEV];MPPMEQ,E][SSH
an active city architect who steered the
organisation through its formative years.
Haywood’s ‘8LI;SVOWSJXLI&MVQMRKLEQ
Civic Society’ 1918-34 and 1918-46 are
invaluable historical documents that preserve
the Society’s public work and its aims and
aspirations of that time.
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Other publications followed from members’
newsletters to the CivitasQEKE^MRIXLEX[EW
also aimed at the general reader and preceded
Perspectives-XMWLSTIHXLIRI[HIWMKR[MPP
TYWLXLIQEKE^MRIJSV[EVHMRMXWUYIWXXS
bring historical and topical stories on the
people and places that have changed the city
and those that continue to do so, as well, of
course, of the Society’s work itself.

Industry & Genius
John Baskerville [1706-75] is a local hero with a worldwide reputation, who
made 18th century Birmingham a city without typographic equal, who changed
the course of type design and emancipated printers the world over
writes Caroline Archer
Photographs by Richard Holman
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I

n a century gripped by industrial change
and the upward mobility of the few,
&EWOIVZMPPI[EWE¾EQFS]ERXQER[MXL
a towering personality and colourful
character. An indefatigable ‘doer’ and inspired
businessman he was a societal, mercantile and
industrial entrepreneur an arch-nonconformist
who excelled in a city populated by religious,
political and instinctive nonconformists. A
GSR½VQIHEXLIMWX[LS¾SYXIHGSRZIRXMSRLI
lived openly with his lover, adored show and
dressed like a peacock: he conducted his life –
and death - as if it were a performance.
Baskerville was a maverick and an adventurer
[LSTYVWYIHER]EZIRYILS[IZIVFM^EVVI
which promised fame, fortune or infamy. Yet
HIWTMXILMW¾EQFS]ERXERHYRGSRZIRXMSREP
lifestyle, Baskerville was a respected
½KYVIEQSRKWXEGSXIVMISJ&MVQMRKLEQ
experimenters: a self-taught man who
combined a passion for design and technology
with a relentless quest for perfection while
convinced of his ability to achieve anything to
which he set his mind.
2SXSRP]HMH&EWOIVZMPPIHIWMKREX]TIJEGI
- which has become one of the world’s
most widely used, enduring and historically
important fonts - he also experimented
with casting and setting type, improved the
construction of the printing-press, developed
ERI[OMRHSJTETIVERHVI½RIHXLIUYEPMX]
of printing inks. He was the complete printer
who spent a fortune in opulence and a
lifetime of genius in carrying to perfection
the greatest of all human inventions. His
typographic experiments put him ahead of his
time and did much to progress the industry of
his day.
varnish – by which he earned an early fortune.
With his prosperity secured, Baskerville
VIXYVRIHXSLMW½VWXPSZIPIXXIVW,IHIWMKRIH
a typeface, experimented with casting and
setting type, improved the design of the
printing-press, and developed new processes
for the making of paper and ink.

=IXHIWTMXILMWMQTSVXERGIJEQIERHMR¾YIRGI
many aspects of Baskerville’s work and life
remain unexplored and his contribution to the
arts has gone largely unrecognised.
Born in Wolverley in Worcestershire in 1706,
Baskerville initially designed epitaphs for
headstones and worked as a writing-master
in a school in the Bull Ring. However, by 1738
he had taught himself the art of japanning – a
process for covering decorated metals with

technique picked-up from his japanning work.
His improvements to the printing press
made his work more accurate and consistent,
more precise and perfect than any printed
work previously produced and were used
to great advantage to display his best known
creations – the typeface that bears his name

“When he died in 1775,
*I[SMZ^QTTMZMUIQVMLIXZWÅ\
without honour in his own country”
Baskerville’s glossy, oily, near purple ink
gained its unique colour by being mixed with
³½VIFPEGO´WSSXKEXLIVIHJVSQKPEWWTMRGLIVW´
and solderers’ lamps, whilst his paper’s
HMWXMRGXMZIKPE^IGEQIJVSQ³LSXTVIWWMRK´ER
undocumented process probably based on a
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and from which he printed a famous series of
books, including the groundbreaking collection
SJ:MVKMPERHXLI'EQFVMHKI&MFPI[LSWI
superlative quality places him amongst the
world’s greatest typographers.

“Unlike anyone else
before or since, John
Baskerville was the
complete printer: a man
who had something
individual to say, and the
courage to say it”
Baskerville’s use of type was exemplary; his
pressmanship remarkable; and his page-layout
VIZSPYXMSREV]MRMXWWMQTPMGMX]-X[EWEHI½RMRK
moment in English printing, ridding it of the
irrelevant decoration beloved of Baskerville’s
GSRXIQTSVEVMIW8LIVITIVGYWWMSRW[IVIJIPX
not only in Britain, but also across the world.
Baskerville’s typeface spawned imitators across
Europe, his layouts were copied around the
world and his pressmanship set new standards
for printers everywhere.
-X[EWXLIPIXXIVERHEFSZIEPPXLIWX]PISJ
John Baskerville’s books, which emancipated
our printers from the habit of imitating, albeit
corruptly, the current heavy Dutch fashions
MRX]TSKVETL]2S[JSVXLI½VWXXMQI)RKPMWL
TVMRXMRKFIGEQIERMR¾YIRGIMR)YVSTI

Clockwise from left:
4STYPEVRSR½GXMSRFSSOWWYGL
EW1IR1ERRIVW3TMRMSR
Times were well designed and
distinctive
Bakserville’s marbling was a
signature feature of his work
Among his collection was catalogues and angling manuals

±&EWOIVZMPPI[EWXLI½VWX[LSRSXQIVIP]JVIIH
himself from that tutelage to Continental printing
which had been our characteristic since the time
SJ'E\XSRFYX[EWLMQWIPJXSMR¾YIRGITVSJSYRHP]XLI[LSPIGSYVWISJWYFWIUYIRXX]TSKVETL]
FSXL)RKPMWLERH'SRXMRIRXEP?©ALMW[SVOEWXSRMWLIHLMW)RKPMWLGSRXIQTSVEVMIWERHMQQIRWIP]
MRXIVIWXIHLMWJSVIMKRGSPPIEKYIW?©AERHXLYW
Paris was at last surpassed intypographical
TVIWXMKIF]4EVQEMJRSXF]&MVQMRKLEQ²?7XERPI]
1SVMWSR*SYV'IRXYVMIWSJ*MRI4VMRXMRKA
However, when he died in 1775, Baskerville
VIQEMRIHETVS½X[MXLSYXLSRSYVMRLMWS[R
country: snubbed as a gifted, but provincial,
amateur with questionable morals, his typeface
JSYRHWGERXJEZSYVEXLSQI-X[EWPIJXXSXLI
French to recognise this Brummie’s worth.
On his death Baskerville’s printing works
were sold to Pierre Beaumarchais – French
politician, publisher, and revolutionary – who
acquired the original Baskerville punches from
which he printed, in their entirety, the banned
[SVOWSJ:SPXEMVI
Baskerville’s French connection persisted
with the typeface being used to produce the

Some had elaborate details

printed works of the French Revolution.
Following the Revolution Baskerville’s punches were passed
around various French typefoundries until they found their
[E]XSXLI4EVMWMER½VQSJ(IFIVR] 4IMKRSX%PQSWX
]IEVWPEXIV7XITLIRWSR&PEOI7LIJ½IPHWXEVXIHE&EWOIVZMPPI
revival, triggering the release of new Baskerville fonts by
almost every type manufacturer in the world thereafter, thus
making it one of the most enduring and popular typefaces
ever known.
Unlike anyone else before or since, John Baskerville was the
complete printer: a man who had something individual to
say, and the courage to say it, and to say it persistently and by
doing so he gave the world one of the most useful, beautiful
and long-lived typefaces.
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Main picture left: page:
4SVXVEMXSJ.SLR&EWOIVZMPPI  
.EQIW1MPPEV3MP4EMRXMRK
4 &MVQMRKLEQ1YWIYQW
Left page below:
Among the many books published by
Baskerville was a pocket dictionary

g
QEW
Neither the upper- or lowercase W has a
middle stroke

The uppercase Q has a swash
-like tail

The uppercase E and you will notice it has a
particularly long lower arm which are
matched by the wide open arms of the
uppercase T

How To Spot Baskerville’s [Type]Face
Baskerville is best known for the typeface that
bears his name. There can be few who have
not seen his face: but most don’t know how to
VIGSKRMWIMX%PPX]TIJEGIWLEZIWTSXGLEVEGXIVW
[LMGLQEOIXLIQHMJJIVIRXJVSQSXLIVW
&EWOIVZMPPIMWRSHMJJIVIRXJSVI\EQTPI
8LIXEMPSRXLIPS[IVGEWIKMWSTIR
The Thrice Buried Printer
Stranger – Beneath this Cone in unconsecrated
ground / A friend to the liberties of mankind
directed his body to be inhum’d / May the
example contribute to emancipate thy mind
/ From the idle fears of superstition / And the
wicked arts of Priesthood.
Baskerville professed a total disbelief of the
'LVMWXMERVIPMKMSRERHSVHIVIHXLEXLMWVIQEMRWFI
FYVMIHMREXSQFMRLMWS[RKVSYRHWTVITEVIHF]
LMQWIPJJSVXLITYVTSWI[MXLERITMXETL EFSZI 
I\TVIWWMRKLMWGSRXIQTXJSVXLIWYTIVWXMXMSR
[LMGLXLIFMKSXIHGEPPIHVIPMKMSR,IVI
EGGSVHMRKP]LMWFSH][EWFYVMIHYTVMKLXERHLIVI
MXVIQEMRIHEPXLSYKLXLIFYMPHMRKXLEXGSRXEMRIH
it was destroyed by the Birmingham riots of
1791. In 1826 his body was exhumed and

The tail on the lowercase g
is open

;LMPWXXLIYTTIVGEWI5LEWEW[EWLPMOIXEMP
8LIMXEPMGILEWEZIV]WQEPPGSYRXIVGSQTEVIH
to italic a
8LIYTTIVGEWI.WMXW[IPPFIPS[FEWIPMRI
;LMPWXXLIYTTIVGEWI%LEWELMKLGVSWWFEVERH
pointed apex
8EOIEPSSOEXXLIYTTIVGEWI'ERH]SY[MPP
notice serifs on both the top and bottom

%RHRIMXLIVXLIYTTIVSVPS[IVGEWI;LEWE
middle stroke
0SSOEXXLIYTTIVGEWI)ERH]SY[MPPRSXMGI
MXLEWETEVXMGYPEVP]PSRKPS[IVEVQ[LMGL
is matched by the wide open arms of the
uppercase T
%RHQSWXMHIRXM½EFPISJEPPXLIGLEVEGXIVWMW
Baskerville’s calligraphic J

exhibited for sometime in a shop in Birmingham.
In 1829 it was placed in the catacombs of Christ
'LYVGL[LIVIMX[EWVIHMWGSZIVIHMR8SHE]
Baskerville lies in an unmarked catacomb in the
EXQSWTLIVMGMJWSQI[LEXRIKPIGXIH;EVWXSRI
Lane cemetery in Birmingham’s stylish Jewellery
5YEVXIVETMPKVMQEKIXS&EWOIVZMPPI´WVIWXMRK
place is a must for any visiting typophile. The
headstone of Sarah Baskerville can be seen in
the grounds of St Philip’s Cathedral.

site of the original mansion outside the current
&EWOIVZMPPI,SYWISR'IRXIREV]7UYEVI[LMGL
is now in the heart of the city. The monument
comprise six columns of Portland stone each
VITVIWIRXMRKETVMRXMRKX]TIERHSRXLIJEGISJ
each stone is a reversed bronze letter which in
GSQFMREXMSRWTIPP³:MVKMP´XLI6SQERTSIX[LSWI
[SVOW[IVITVMRXIHMRF]&EWOIVZMPPIMRXLI
famous typeface that bears his name. At each
end of the monument are two mutton quads on
one is carved the words ‘John Baskerville’ and
on the other ‘Industry and Genius.’ The title of
the sculpture is taken from the title of a poem
written in praise of the great printer and which
ETTIEVIHMRXLI%VMW´W+E^IXXIMR8LIEVXMWX
ERHWGYPTXSVSJXLITMIGIMW(EZMH4EXXIRFSVR
MR&MVQMRKLEQMRERHXLIQSRYQIRX[EW
placed in Centenary Square in 1990 as part of
the ICC ‘Percentage for Art scheme’.

Industry And Genius
‘Industry and Genius’ is a sculptural tribute to
John Baskerville and is probably the world’s only
civic monument to a typeface. John Baskerville
 PMZIHERH[SVOIHEX)EW],MPP
Birmingham in a mansion then on the edge
of the city. ‘Industry and Genius’ stands on the

³-RHYWXV]ERH+IRMYW´  EWGYPTXYVIF](EZMH4EXXIRSYXWMHI&EWOIVZMPPI,SYWI'IRXIREV]7UYEVI
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(V'EVSPMRI%VGLIV6IEHIV
in Typography at The
8]TSKVETL],YF&MVQMRKLEQ
-RWXMXYXISJ%VXERH(IWMKR
Birmingham City University
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The mark of quality
)[[Ia7NÅKMKWV\QV]M[\WM^WT^MIVLQV^M[\
whilst remaining a champion of high quality
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]3J½GILEWEPSRK
-XEPWS[SVOW[MXLWYTTPMIVWSJQIHMGEPTVSHYGXW
standards for the precious metal, gemstone and and those recycling precious metals amongst
established reputation within the jewellery
½RIERHGSWXYQINI[IPPIV]XVEHI-XWWIVZMGIW
trade. Founded by an Act of Parliament in
others.
focus on fast, accurate analysis, expert opinion,
1773, with a statutory duty to assay and
7EJI+YEVH:EPYEXMSRWEVIXLIPIEHMRKFVERHSJ
and assurance that items are compliant with
hallmark precious metal articles, Birmingham
independent jewellery, watch and silverware
VIPIZERXPIKMWPEXMSR%±RSXJSVHMWXVMFYXIHTVS½X² valuations in the UK with a network of over
MWRS[XLIPEVKIWX%WWE]3J½GIMRXLI9RMXIH
SVKERM^EXMSR8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]LEWMRZIWXIH 1,200 retailers offering the service, including the
/MRKHSQ8LVSYKLMRRSZEXMSRERHMRZIWXQIRX
heavily and courageously in sophisticated
it has developed over the centuries into an
major multiples.
equipment and highly trained staff to ensure
independent centre of quality assessment and
%RGLSV'IVX+IQWXSRI'IVXM½GEXMSRLEW
XLEXIEGLSJMXW½ZISTIVEXMRKHMZMWMSRWMWE
expert opinion for precious and base metals,
developed into a major new brand in the
PIEHIVMRMXWS[R½IPH
KIQWXSRIW½RIERHGSWXYQINI[IPPIV]ERH
NI[IPPIV]XVEHI8LSYWERHWSJHMEQSRHW
)EGL]IEV½ZIQMPPMSREVXMGPIWSJKSPHWMPZIV
fashion accessories.
coloured gemstones and natural pearls are
platinum or palladium a year are hallmarked in
8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]3J½GIMWXLIPEWX
MHIRXM½IHERHGIVXM½GEXIHIZIV]]IEVSJJIVMRK
&MVQMRKLEQXSGSR½VQXLEXXLI]GSRXEMRXLI
surviving enterprise with which the 18th
ZIVM½GEXMSRERHVIEWWYVERGIXSXLIXVEHI
required amount of precious metal, as required
century entrepreneur Matthew Boulton was
ERHXLIGSRWYQIV8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]
by the Hallmarking Act 1973. Methods have
MRZSPZIH-XLEWEVMGLERHJEWGMREXMRKLMWXSV]
3J½GIMWSRISJJI[JEGMPMXMIWMRXLI[SVPHXLEX
had to change to accommodate the shift in the
and offers a living and vibrant legacy to the
can identify synthetic and treated diamonds
QEVOIXTEVXMGYPEVP]XLIMR¾Y\SJ½RMWLIHKSSHW and other gemstones. AnchorCert is UKAS
ambitions of its founder.
QEHIMRXLI*EV)EWX-REHHMXMSRXSXVEHMXMSREP
±-RRSZEXMSR-RHITIRHIRGIERH-RXIKVMX]EVI
EGGVIHMXIHXS-73
QIXLSHW8LI%WWE]3J½GIYWIWWXEXISJXLIEVX 8LIMRHITIRHIRXI\TIVXMWI[MXLMRXLI%WWE]
what we have always been about and always
technology to perform non destructive assay by 3J½GIXIEQLEWEGSQQIVGMEPZEPYISJMXWS[R
will be,” said Michael Allchin, Chief Executive
X Ray Fluorescence and low impact hallmarking [LMGLMWRS[FIMRKVIEPMWIHZMEXEVKIXIH8VEMRMRK
and Assay.
by laser.
±8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]3J½GILEWMRZIWXIH
Courses to the trade and to the public.
8LIEWWE]3J½GILEWIWXEFPMWLIHJSYVMRRSZEXMZI 8LI,IVMXEKISJ&MVQMRKLEQ´WSPHIWXMRWXMXYXMSR
heavily in high tech equipment and the highly
RI[HMZMWMSRWWMRGI8LI0EFSVEXSV]
skilled experts to use it. We would not have
and the legacy of Matthew Boulton is leveraged
is the UK’s leading test house for Precious
survived for over two centuries without
to maintain awareness of the importance
1IXEP%REP]WMWERH2MGOIP0IEHERH'EHQMYQ
GSRXMRYEPMRRSZEXMSRERHMRXLIGYVVIRXHMJ½GYPX
of hallmarking and to support the ongoing
trading conditions is more important than ever.” Compliance and carries out analysis for all
WMKRM½GERGISJ&MVQMRKLEQ´W.I[IPPIV]5YEVXIV
WIGXSVWSJXLI½RINI[IPPIV]

GSWXYQINI[IPPIV]
-RXLITEWXHIGEHI8LI&MVQMRKLEQ%WWE]
a specialist
centre of excellence.
BAO 3095 Silver Collection Advert (Half page - Rotary Today) Final Artwork_Layout 1 06/03/2012 as
12:34
Page 1
and fashion accessory industry.
3J½GILEWI\TERHIHMXWWIVZMGIWWMKRM½GERXP]

BIRMINGHAM

Collection & LIBRARY
A N OP P O RT UN IT Y TO VISIT T HE H ISTO RIC SILVE R CO LLECTIO N
A ND LIBRA RY AT TH E BI RMING H A M A S SAY O F F IC E
The Collection features over 1400
objects, many of them spectacular
examples of the work of Birmingham’s
most celebrated silversmiths
The Birmingham Assay Office offers a
range of guided tours for recognised
groups. Open days and special
hallmarking seminars are also available
for the general public.

BOOK A
VISIT OR
SEMINAR
TODAY*...
*CHARGES APPLY

The seminars are designed to
broaden the attendees’ knowledge
of hallmarking and provide a rare
opportunity to look behind the scenes
at the world’s largest Assay Office.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0871 871 6020 E-MAIL: SILVER@THEASSAYOFFICE.CO.UK OR VISIT WWW.THEASSAYOFFICE.CO.UK
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Future
Voice
Paradise Circus
In late May The Birmingham Civic Society held
a special meeting at Eleven Brindley Place with
the developers behind the proposed Paradise
Circus redevelopment. Here architects Gary
Taylor and Rob Groves explain the plans
-XLEWFIIREOI]TIVMSHJSVXLITSXIRXMEP
future re-development of Paradise Circus as
major landowners Argent and Birmingham
City Council work to establish a joint venture
to re-develop the key site right in the civic
heart of Birmingham. A planning application
for the proposed re-development will be
submitted in this summer.
8LIEMQMWXSGVIEXIEPMZIP]EXXVEGXMZIERH
welcoming new environment in a series of
public squares and new streets framed by10
new buildings and two new public squares.
Paradise Circus lies between Centenary and
Chamberlain Squares and includes properties
such as the Copthorne Hotel, Conservatoire,
the existing Central Library and Paradise
*SVYQ8LIWMXIGSZIVWEXSXEPEVIESJ
approximately 8 acres (3.2 hectares).
A number of features within and adjacent
to the proposed scheme create a level of
complexity that makes the re-development of
the site one of the most challenging exercises
that we have ever undertaken.
8LIWIMRGPYHIXLITVS\MQMX]SJSRISJ
the most valuable collection of heritage
buildings anywhere outside London, the A38
Queensway tunnel which runs under the site
and has to be bridged (including service duct
ERH½VIIWGETIXYRRIPWXLEXIQIVKI[MXLMR
the site area), the busy A457, inter linked
underground services to each of the existing
buildings on Paradise Circus and pipework for
heat and power system.
8LIGYVVIRX'IRXVEP0MFVEV]MR4EVEHMWI'MVGYW
will not be retained as part of the proposed
VIHIZIPSTQIRX-RMXWGYVVIRXJSVQXLI
Central Library would be very expensive to
VIYWILEWPS[¾SSVXSGIMPMRKLIMKLXWERHZIV]
little natural light making it unsuitable for most
alternative commercial uses and unaffordable
for alternative civic uses. Retention of the
existing building would also severely constrain
future plans for comprehensive redevelopment
SJXLI[MHIVEVIE-XMWLMKLP]MQTVEGXMGEPERH
improbable that a small section of the Central
Library could be retained.

Discussions are being held with Birmingham
City University concerning the potential
VIPSGEXMSRSJ8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'SRWIVZEXSMVI
to an adjacent site in the Civic Core, including
the creationion of a new 450-seat concert
facility to replace the existing Adrian Bolt Hall.
8LMW[SYPHFITEVXSJXLI½VWXTLEWISJ
construction and provide a more visible and
accessible performance space within one of
the planned new buildings on the site.
Back in 2010, we held a two day public
exhibition to allow the local community to
view and comment on possible ideas to help
shape a future masterplan for Paradise Circus.
More than 500 people attended this public
information exhibition and more than 150
comment forms were received. Seeking public
comment at such an early stage enabled us
to understand what issues they felt were
important and take these into consideration
when drawing up detailed proposals.
/I]MWWYIWMHIRXM½IHHYVMRKXLMWMRMXMEP
consultation included improving pedestrian
links, creating quality public realm suitable for
the historical buildings, opening up the views
of the historic buildings, providing a safe,
sustainable mixed use development.
8LIWIZMI[WLIPTIHWLETIERHYTHEXISYV
proposals before presenting them to the
public and interested parties in a second phase
of consultation held in February 2012.
Following the public consultation in February,
and dialogue with a number of learned
WSGMIXMIWMRGPYHMRK8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG
Society, the master planning team re-visited
the proposed scheme and reduced the height
of some of the buildings - particularly those
MQQIHMEXIP]EHNEGIRXXSXLI8S[R,EPPERH
Museum & Art Gallery.
Paradise Circus proposals are now at the
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forefront of Birmingham’s new EnterpriseZone
and the aspirations contained within the Big
City Plan. Glenn Howells Architects is master
planning the scheme.
8LIIRXMVIHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHFIWIXMRE
series of new streets and squares to create a
½VWXGPEWW[SVOMRKIRZMVSRQIRXERHE[SVPH
class setting for Birmingham’s historic buildings
MRGPYHMRKXLI8S[R,EPPERHXLI1YWIYQ 
%VX+EPPIV]8LMWMWQEHITSWWMFPIF]WMKRM½GERX
improvements to the road layout in and
around the site.
Some of the key principles underpinning the
proposed redevelopment are to masterplan
the area to create a series of linked new
pedestrian streets and squares, reveal views
of the façade of the Museum and Art Gallery,
re-connect the Jewellery Quarter to the
traditional city centre by downgrading and
reducing the impact of major highways.
-XMWSYVMRXIRXMSRXS[SVO[MXLEWIVMIWSJ
leading architects on the detailed design
of each building within the masterplan
JVEQI[SVO8LMW[MPPIRWYVIXLEXQEXIVMEPWERH
key features such as colonnades and cornice
lines on each building relates to its neighbours.

6SF+VSZIWTVSNIGXQEREKIVEX%VKIRX
developers of Brindley Place.
+EV]8E]PSVJSYRHIVSJ%PXMXYHI6IEP)WXEXIW

Events
Edible Eastside: Pop-Up Cafe Opens In
Digbeth
Summer urban café open every Thursday, Friday,
Saturday 9am-3pm
Edible Eastside is an inspired urban garden
situated on a derelict industrial canal side
WTEGIEJSVQIVTVSTERIKEW½PPMRKHITSXERH
opened at the beginning of June.
8LIWMXILEWFIIRXVERWJSVQIHMRXSE
temporary garden for the purposes of growing
food and making art.
-XLEWRS[STIRIHEGEJIYWMRKXLIZIKIXEFPIW

St Nicholas Place
8LI8YHSV1IVGLERX´W,SYWIERHXLIXL
century Old Grammar School set around the
2SVQERJSYRHEXMSRSJ7X2MGSPEW'LYVGLERH
containing the 18th century Saracen’s Head.
8LI½RIWXGSPPIGXMSRSJQIHMEIZEPFYMPHMRKW
in Birmingham, owned and managed by Kings
2SVXSR4EVMWLGLYVGLJSVEPPXSHMWGSZIVIRNS]
and use
3R%YKYWX/MRKW2SVXSR´WQIHMIZEP
FYMPHMRKW[SRXLI&&'8;36IWXSVEXMSR
series after an intense widely supported
campaign.
8LI'EJqERH+MJXWLSTMWSTIR8YIWHE]XS
Saturday 10am until 4pm. (Morning coffee,
light lunches and afternoon tea).
8LIFYMPHMRKMWSTIREXZEVMSYWXMQIW
throughout the week dependent upon events
and bookings.
8SYVW+YMHIH8SYVW*VMHE]ERH7EXYVHE]EX
11am and 2pm.

grown supplemented with wild plants and
leaves that grow alongside the canal. Director
Jayne Bradley states, “We offer a unique
QIRY[MXLXLIJVIWLIWXJSSH]SYGER½RH
Wild herbs, plants and leaves we forage from
the canal area alongside our home-grown
vegetables, picked on the day we serve them.
We also bake our own bread, so our food
QMPIMWZMVXYEPP]^IVS²
8LIWMXISTIRIHMR%TVMPJSVXLI½VWXXMQI-XMW
run as a social enterprise with over 25 plots
rented to budding gardeners with a café over
WYQQIV-XEPWSSJJIVWXVEMRMRKGSYVWIWERH
WIPPWTVSHYGI-X[MPPFIQEREKIHF]EXIEQSJ
volunteers who are interested in being part of
the radical ‘park’.
Director Jayne Bradley states, “We have
created a space for skills & learning, where we
can teach by action and sharing ideas, from
creating, cooking and growing. We will be
working with schools, communities and young
people offering courses and classes in a range
of artisan and craft skills”.
8LIWTEGI[EWHIZIPSTIH[MXL&MVQMRKLEQ
designers, k4 architects, who are the
masterplanners for the Warwick Bar area,
where the garden is situated.

Group tours can be booked at various times
throughout the week.
0121 4581223
info@stnicholasplace.co.uk
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Kidnapping Cameron
By Jennifer Tuckett
4VIWIRXIHF]8LI3PH6IT
July 18-21
-REXMQISJEYWXIVMX]ERHLMKL]SYXL
unemployment being a teenager in the UK
today is probably pretty grim in many respects.
But 13-year-old Lucy is not about to sit idly by
while being told she may not be able to go to
university, get a job when she leaves school or
be able to afford to buy her own house.
-RWXIEHWLI´WKSMRKXSOMHRETXLITVMQI
minister and hold the whole government to
VERWSQYRXMPXLI]½\EPPXLITVSFPIQW8LEX
should do the trick.
Sneaking into 10 Downing Street, disguised as
a sick child who dreams of meeting the PM,
Lucy carries out her unimaginable, dastardly
plan. But has she taken it all a bit too far and
GERLIVJVMIRHWLIPTLIV½RHEFIXXIV[E]XS
make a difference?
Kidnapping Cameron is a hilariously funny play
that takes a serious look at the role young
people can play in democracy and deciding
their own future in today’s uncertain times.
8LITPE]LEWFIIRGSQQMWWMSRIHJSVERH
HIZIPSTIH[MXLQIQFIVWSJ8LI=SYRK6)4
8LI6)4´W]SYXLXLIEXVI
www.birmingham-rep.co.uk

Listings
July
RBSA
Coast
8LVSYKLSYX.YP]¯%YKYWX
8LII\LMFMXMSRWLS[WLS[XLIGSEWXPMRIMW
translated into textural forms using precious
metals or clay and evocative surface designs
make reference to vacations and nostalgia.

HIPPODROME

Birmingham Royal Ballet
Dirty Dancing
8LVSYKLSYX.YP]¯%YKYWX

THE REP

The Witches Promise
July 7-15
£3 (£2)
Presented at Woeley Castle Ruins

IKON

David Theobold
Deepest Sympathy
July 18 to September 2
A digital animation by acclaimed British video
artist

Summer Art Exhibition
July 14 to August 30

WARWICK BAR
SUMMER FETE
July 14, 12pm-5pm
;EV[MGO&EVGIPIFVEXIWMXW½VWXFMVXLHE]
with free activities and pop-up stalls selling
local produce, crafts and workshops and
performances by musicians.
www.warwickbar.co.uk

SOHO HOUSE
Dig It
July 15 - 12pm - 4pm
Celebrating the British Festival of Archaeology
with talks and activities led by city
archaeologist Mike Hodder. Event is free with
normal charges to house applying.

Emma

Look out for ...

July 25 7.30pm

LUNAR SOCIETY
Summer Social
7XEJJSVHWLMVI,SEVH8EPOERHTVIWIRXEXMSR
by David Symons Curator of Antiquities and
2YQMWQEXMGW&MVQMRKLEQ1YWIYQERH%VX
+EPPIV]8LIIZIRX[MPPXEOITPEGISR8YIWHE]
July 31 at 6pm at the Midland Art Centre,
Cannon Hill.
www.lunarsociety.org.uk

August
THSH

National Youth Theatre
Summer Prom
Wednesday, August 1, 7.30pm
www.thsh.co.uk

SAREHOLE MILL
Meet The Miller

August 5, 12pm-4pm
*MRHSYXLS[WXSRIKVSYRH¾SYVMWQEHI
free

MAC

Festival Players Theatre Co:
Richard III
Wednesday, August 8, 7.30pm
8LIXLVMPPMRKWXSV]SJXLIPEWX/MRKSJ)RKPERH
to be killed in battle performed in an outdoor
arena. 0121 446 3232
www.macarts.co.uk

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
Craft, cake and plant Fair
August 16, 10am-3pm.
Charity craft, cake and plant fair on the
University of Birmingham campus to raise
money for two cancer charities: Macmillan
Cancer Care & Ward 19 at Heartlands
Hospital.

MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY

BOTANICAL GARDENS

Preparing for the Afterlife – a
talk on Ancient Egypt

46-:%8)0-:)7
July 19 - 7.30pm

August 18, Waterhall Gallery 2pm-3pm £5
advance booking
0121 303 196

Outdoor Theatre
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THE BIRMINGHAM CIVIC
SOCIETY

Library of Birmingham: the next
chapter
September 25 at 6pm
Brian Gamble, Assistant Director of Culture
at the Library of Birmingham, will speak about
the library’s ambitions one year from its
SJ½GMEPSTIRMRKHEXISJ7ITXIQFIV
Details of this event will appear on www.
birminghamcivicsociety.org.uk

Events
Barber Institute of Fine Arts
Cityscapes
Panorama on European Coins and Medals
9RXMP3GXSFIV
8LIXLMVHMREWIVMIWSJTVIWXMKMSYWWLS[W
organised in collaboration with the British
Museum, Cityscapes highlights how, between
the mid-16th century to the early 19th
century, many of the great cities of Europe
applied the artistic tradition of the city view
to their own coins and medals – the most
circulated art medium.
From London, Amsterdam, Hamburg,
&EVGIPSRE:IRMGIERH&YHETIWXXLIWI
historical landscapes are captured.

-RE[SVPHHSQMREXIHF]H]REWXMIWERHOMRKW
these gave physical expression in silver and
gold to urban pride and civic power and
showcase the exquisite skill of engravers
working without modern technology.
8LIEFWSVFMRKI\LMFMXMSRMRGPYHIWPSERW
from the British Museum, as well as objects
from the Barber’s own coin collection – one
SJXLI½RIWXGSPPIGXMSRWSJ6SQER&]^ERXMRI
ERHQIHMIZEP-WPEQMGGSMRWMRXLI[SVPH
8LIMRXVMGEXIMQEKIWMR'MX]WGETIWJIEXYVI
GLYVGLIWGMXEHIPWJSVXM½GEXMSRWLEVFSYVWGMZMG
buildings, houses and suburbs, emphasising
military or commercial power, wealth, strength
and above all, divine protection and favour.
www.barber.org.uk

Community Markets
7YXXSR'SPH½IPH4EVEHI
second Friday of the Month: 9am-2pm
Harborne High Street:
every second Saturday
01789267000
Brindley Place: Friday 29th June 2012:
10am-2pm
Moseley Farmers Market: St Mary's Row:
fourth Saturday of the Month
Contact: 0121 449 4763
Kings Norton Village Green:
second Saturday of the Month
'SRXEGX
Kings Heath Farmers Market:
½VWX7EXYVHE]SJXLI1SRXL
Contact: 0121 443 4421
Stirchley Community Market
XEOIWTPEGISRXLI½VWX8YIWHE]SJXLIQSRXL
¯TQEX7XMVGLPI]9RMXIH;SVOMRK1IR´W'PYF
stirchleycommunitymarket@yahoo.co.uk

Winterbourne House And Garden
Music in the Garden - Jazz at Winterbourne
Saturday, July 7, 2012, 7pm

8LMW]IEV;MRXIVFSYVRI,SYWIERH+EVHIR
will be the venue for the 28th Birmingham
-RXIVREXMSREP.E^^ERH&PYIW*IWXMZEP
%GXWMRGPYHI2I[=SVO´W(EV]P7LIVQERERH
visitors are encoraged to bring a picnic, warm
GPSXLMRKERHWSQIXLMRKGSQJ]XSWMXSR8
he tea room will also be serving food and
drinks.
8MGOIXWEVIJSVEHYPXWJSVWXYHIRXWERH
£6 for children under 18and can be bought at
the house reception at Winterbourne or by
calling 0121 415 8668.
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Books and
magazines
Glyn Pitchford

Casa de S'Eura, Valldemossa

JOURNEY
to Majorca
Glyn Pitchford

An autobiographical journey which in part seeks to contrast the author’s
varied lifestyle with that of a Majorcan whom he employs after buying
a “finca”, a country house, on this beautiful Mediterranean island.
Original, fresh and occasionally witty, this account in no way pretends to
portray a travelogue or even take us into gastronomy, though both play
some part in this story. Rather, the author, an only child, born in industrial
Sheffield in Yorkshire, Northern England, takes us from his tough
childhood through his career to another world he discovered in bohemian
Deià and Chopin’s Valldemossa, in the Tramuntana mountains of Majorca,
a recently nominated World Heritage site.

JOURNEY to Majorca

JOURNEY TO MAJORCA

DESIGNING RESILIENT CITIES:
A GUIDE TO GOOD PRACTICE
8LMWFSSOMWFEWIHSRKVSYRHFVIEOMRKVIWIEVGLPIH
by the University of Birmingham’s Professor Chris
Rogers and puts forward radical ideas and solutions
for future cities.
Already some of the project’s innovative ideas have
been taken on board both in this country, by the
Environment Agency, and by consultants working internationally.
“Given that the majority of our population lives in urban areas, we have
to do whatever we can to make sure that the decisions we take today
do not lead to a negative future legacy,” says Rogers who is Professor of
Geotechnical Engineering.
Designing Resilient Cities: A Guide to Good Practice is published by the
Building Research Establishment.

JOURNEY
to Majorca

It succeeds in titillating the reader’s taste buds, capturing our
imagination and leaving us wanting more…….oh, and recounts an
unlikely sighting of a young 3-legged goat, taking us into one adventure
after another.

Launch of ‘History West Midlands’

A5_flyer

3/12/12

2:36 PM

CADBURY & FRY THROUGH TIME
Paul Chrystal
;MXLQSVIXLERTPEXIWXLMWMWXLI½VWXXMQI
the histories of these two British companies,
which did much to pioneer the chocolate industry
throughout the world is recounted in one book
through a detailed and intriguing text.
Up until 1918 the two companies were quite
separate and competitors but Cadbury’s growth
earlier in the decade along with Rowntree’s resurgence led to Cadbury’s
take-over of Fry..
8LIWIIEVP]HE]WERHXLITVSKVIWWSJXLIGSQFMRIHGSQTER]¯XLI]
retained separate brands and production – are charted here with many
examples of early commercial documents, adverts and posters.
8LIFSSQ]IEVWFIX[IIRXLI[EVWERHMRXLITSWX[EVTIVMSHEVI
covered with iconic brands such as Fry’s Dairy Cream, Cadbury’s Dairy
Milk, Crunchie and Creme Eggs, assortments and Easter eggs described
ERHHITMGXIH8LI5YEOIVMR¾YIRGIW[LMGLVIWYPXIHMRXLIMVTVSKVIWWMZI
factories, working conditions and Bournville model village are also
detailed.
'EHFYV] *V]8LVSYKL8MQIMWTYFPMWLIHF]%QFIVPI]4YFPMWLMRK

Page 1

NEW

AN EXCITING NEW INITIATIVE
EXPLORING OUR REGION’S PAST…

:MOQ[\MZNWZNZMMKWXaWN ÅZ[\Q[[]M
Report by Elaine Mitchell

Website

Magazine

Study tours

Discovering the people and events that shaped the West Midlands and
the world beyond. Contact: managing.editor@historywm.com

Register free – www.historywm.com

M
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V

Images reproduced by permission of Birmingham Libraries and Archives.

He vividly depicts the contrast between both his early life and the Spanish
customs and practices he finds, far removed from the usual tourist
experiences on this sun-soaked island. Apart from recounting his own
and two contrasting island weddings, the story is punctuated with
amusing, improbable, though perfectly accurate events which give the
reader, inter-alia, an appetite into matters both geographical and culinary.

Glyn Pitchford

.SYVRI]8S1ENSVGEMWXLIEYXSFMSKVETL]SJ+P]R
4MXGLJSVH:MGI'LEMVSJ8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG
Society and a former senior partner at city centre
architectural consultants James and Lister Lea.
Glyn Pitchford
Pitchford’s book describes the author’s journey
JVSQLMW[SVOMR&MVQMRKLEQXSXLI8VEQYRXERE
Mountains in Majorca where he and his wife bought a home nine years
ago and became near neighbours of Hollywood stars Michael Douglas
and Catherine Zeta-Jones.
After many adventures with some of the locals including his good friend
Jordi, who he teaches him to cook the local cuisine, Pitchford decided
XSTYXTIRXSTETIVERHVIXVEGILMWTEXLXSXLI&EPIEVMG-WPERHWXEOMRK
in the scenery of his career in Birmingham and the new lease of life he
enjoys on the Spanish island.
±8LIMHIEGEQIXSQIPEWX.YRI-HIGMHIHRSXXSFSXLIVVIEHMRKQ]
1MGLEIP'SRRIPP]EQH0II'LMPHRSZIPW-´HXEOIRSZIVFYXXSNSXHS[RE
few notes about these incidents,” he said.
±.SVHMERH-[SYPHKIXMRXSEJI[WGVETIWWSQILMPEVMSYWSRIWIWTIGMEPP]
with wild mountain goats.”
Journey to Majorca is priced £12 plus £1.50 p&p, with £1 going to St
&EWMPWERHKSMRKXS8LI&MVQMRKLEQ'MZMG7SGMIX]ERHGERFISVHIVIH
by sending a cheque with your postal address to: Glyn Pitchford, 16
Blythe Way, Solihull, West Midlands. B91 3EY.

8LIPEYRGLSJERI\GMXMRKRI[MRMXMEXMZII\TPSVMRK
the rich and fascinating past of the historic
counties of the West Midlands willl be launched
later this year. History West Midlands is a website
ERHQEKE^MRIEMQIHEXIZIV]SRI[LSMWGYVMSYW
EFSYXXLIVIKMSR´WTEWXERH[LS[ERXWXS½RHSYXQSVIEFSYXLS[
the West Midlands developed and the huge contribution it made to the
LMWXSV]SJXLI&VMXMWL-WPIWERHXLI[SVPH
History West Midlands will uncover the stories of the past; the stories of
the people and events that shaped the west midlands region, looking for
RI[MHIEWERH[E]WSJYRHIVWXERHMRKSYVLMWXSV]8LIQEKE^MRI[MPPFI
TYFPMWLIHUYEVXIVP]JVSQXLIIRHSJ2SZIQFIVERHER]SRIMRXIVIWXIH
GERVIKMWXIVJSVEJVIIGST]SJXLI½VWXMWWYIF]ZMWMXMRKXLI,MWXSV];IWX
Midlands website at www.historywm.com.
History West Midlands is keen to hear from anyone who is involved
in researching any aspect of the history of the region or has ideas to
WLEVIERH[LS[SYPHPMOIXSGSRXVMFYXIXS,MWXSV];IWX1MHPERHW-J]SY
belong to a local history group or would like to contribute send your
details to the managing Editor, Elaine Mitchell, at
managing.editor@historywm.com
K
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Edible Brum:

o

k p

q

J

A new magazine dedicated to quality food
in the city
%RI[QEKE^MRIGLEQTMSRMRKJSSHMR&MVQMRKLEQ
was launched in the spring with the second issue
coming out at the end of June.
Edible Brum is the work of Alex Claridge, cofounder of the Warehouse Cafe in Digbeth.
8LI½VWXMWWYIJIEXYVIHMRXIVZMI[W[MXL1MGLIPMRWXEVVIHGLIJ+P]RR
4YVRIPPERH8SQ&EOIVSJ0SEJEW[IPPEWEVSYRHYTSJXLIFIWXGEJIWMR
the city and reports on seasonal produce.
-RXLIRI\XMWWYIXLIVI[MPPFIETLSXSIWWE]SRXLI[LSPIWEPIQEVOIXW
as well as reports and features on food ventures in the city.
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Last
Word
Bringing together and
invigorating a community
Creators Jayne Murray and Emma Larkinson
tell Perspectives about their year-long project
reviving Stirchley village’s history and reinforcing
its importance to the community it serves.
Photos by Richard Holman
4PEGI4VSWTIGXSVW'-'MWXEOMRKWXSGOSJSYV
most recent project, Stirchley Prospects, a
programme of artworks and events made
WTIGM½GEPP]JSV7XMVGLPI]MRWSYXL&MVQMRKLEQ
As a creative practice between an artist and
placemaker we bring people together to
explore the unique qualities of the places they
PMZI8LI[SVO[IHSVIWYPXWMREGLERKISJ
TIVWTIGXMZIERHEMQWXSMR¾YIRGIMHIEWERH
stimulate activities that can bring about lasting
and positive change.
With many years experience of working with
art and the public realm throughout the UK
Stirchley Prospects was born from a desire to
make a contribution to our local area and to
make a contribution to the future of the area
using the skills, expertise and creativity that we
have developed.
Our proposal was to make a series of
artworks and events in response to Stirchley,
to invite professional experts in particular
½IPHWXSTVSZMHIMRTYX[MXLXLIPSGEP
experts (people who live and work here)
around issues pertinent to Stirchley’s future
VIKIRIVEXMSRERHXS[SVOXSEGLMIZIMR¾YIRGI
for these ideas.
Stirchley has seen a decline of industry and the
shopping street resulting in a degraded public
realm - it faces major retail development
and has been blighted by delayed planning
decisions.
Seen by many as they travel through by car
or bus on one of the main routes into the
City, the visual presence of Stirchley masks the
vital community networks that exist, the huge
affection for the area and emerging creative
and entrepreneurial spirit.
We raised the resources for our project from
open access lottery funds in the 12 months
prior to starting in May 2011.
3YV½VWXXEWO[EWXSWIXYTEFEWI¯ERIQTX]
WLSTJVSRXSRXLIQEMRWLSTTMRKHVEK8LMW
KEZIYWEZMWYEPTVS½PIEWTEGIJSVTISTPI
to meet and participate and somewhere to
exhibit our work.
8LIEVX[SVOW WIZIRMRXSXEP [IVIQEHIEW
a response to strategic issues important to
the area’s future: the weakened identity in

the wider district; the loss of assets through
disassociation or dereliction like the railway
station and public swimming baths; the
strengthened relationships needed between
business and community for renewed
prosperity and the connections with open and
green spaces.

“The visual presence of Stirchley masks
the vital community networks that exist.”

‘Love Stirchley’ at the Christmas lights switch
on, brought together people’s love for the
area written on glow sticks and assembled
by children and adults on the street. ‘Love
Stirchley’ installed in our shop window was
seen by pedestrians and passengers as the
PSZIWWGVSPPIHF]SRER0)(WGVIIR3YV½REP
piece ‘Stirchley Street and Bournville since
until 1904’ highlighted the importance of the
station and a desire to reassert Stirchley’s
name once again, which was dropped in
³,E^IP[IPP0ERIMR1IQSVMEQ´JSGYWIH
on this vibrant street, effectively mothballed
by inactive development, this route to green
space and the village was once truly mixed
YWI-R[SVOWLSTWGERHPIWVITVIWIRXMRKTEWX
EGXMZMXMIWERHE¾SVEPXVMFYXI[IVIQEHIERH
E½REPGSQQIQSVEXMZI[EPOGYPQMREXMRKMRE
celebration at the Working Men’s Club was
held.
8LIEVX[SVOWTVSZMHIHI\XVESVHMREV]
visual presence to local issues and elicited
participation. Combined with Public Service
Workshops the need for a focused and active
voice for more ambitious and alternative
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regeneration thinking has been demonstrated
and is welcomed.
-RMXMEXIHMRHITIRHIRXP][ILEZIVIWTSRHIH
to need, introduced critical thinking and
worked with people here - in particular the
2IMKLFSVLSSH*SVYQ;IORS[JVSQXLI
response to our work that the experience
has brought different groups together and
shown people that they don’t have to put
up with agendas for change being driven
entirely by those with the most money to
spend. We hope our contribution to the
sprouts of independence seen in Stirchley
have strengthened collaborative working for
the future. Our work in Stirchley continues as
we establish funding to take forward strands of
our work later this year.

Application for membership
You can now apply online at
www.birminghamcivicsociety.org.uk/how_to_join

Corporate members
Eversheds LLP
PKF (UK) LLP
J W Hinks
Sidell Gibson Crouch Butler
-V[MR1MXGLIPP
&MVQMRKLEQ8SYVW
+:%
8LI2)'+VSYT
Benussi & Co.
Birmingham Chamber of Commerce
Central Mailing Services
Wesleyan Assurance Society
2YVXSR(IZIPSTQIRXW
Brilliant Media Ltd
Branch Martin Spicer
Synaptic Potential
&VSTL]6ME^ 4EVXRIVW
7SYXLWMHI&-(
Mainstay Group Limited
Clarke Associates UK Limited
Buller Jeffries
Supercool
King Sturge LLP
City Spirit Ltd
Barques Design Ltd
Grosvenor Casino Fiveways
Blackhams Solicitors
Davis Langdon LLP
Professional Polishing Services Ltd
8S[R,EPP 7]QTLSR],EPP
West Midlands Creative Alliance
8]RHEPP[SSHW7SPMGMXSVW
Gateley
Weave Marketing
Hortons’ Estate Limited
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey (UK) LLP
Challinors
Argent Estates Limited
8LI;MPOIW4EVXRIVWLMT
Kings Heath Business Association
Calthorpe Estates
Shakespeares
-RZMKSYV0MQMXIH
GBR Phoenix Beard
Wakemans Limited
Knight Frank LLP
Brewin Dolphin
,SXIPHY:MR
Aston University
Shoosmiths
(8>TPG
Quilter
Deloitte LLP
%PGLIQ]8VERWPEXMSRW
Marcus & Company

BHSF Group Ltd
CP Bigwood
Wragge & Co. LLP
West Midlands Police
Midland Heart Limited
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group
&MVQMRKLEQ:SPYRXEV]7IVZMGIW'SYRGMP
St Philips Chambers
Sydney Mitchell Solicitors
Birmingham Metropolitan College
Malcolm Payne Group Ltd
-RWXMXYXISJ(MVIGXSVW
Bruton Knowles
Kinetic Communications
Emprima Ltd
&V]ERX4VMIWX2I[QER0XH
41+-RZIWXQIRXW0MQMXIH
Marketing Birmingham Limited
Martineau
Urban Communications
Forresters
Service Birmingham
University of Birmingham
Chiltern Railways
'LSVH-RZIWXQIRXW0MQMXIH
Facilitate Urban Ltd
2I\XMVE3RI
Perkins Slade Ltd
1E^EVW004
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Associated Architects
KPMG
Redcliffe Catering Ltd
Birmingham Mailbox Ltd
Glenn Howells Associates
%RXLSR]8E]PSV 'S
Anthony Collins Solicitors
8LSQTWSR &V]ER0XH
EFG Harris Allday
Bournville Architects
Santander
8S]I/IRRMRK 7TIRGIV0MQMXIH
Jobson James Financial Services Ltd
%WXSR6IMRZIWXQIRX8VYWX
W G Eaton Ltd
6S]EP-RWXMXYXMSRSJ'LEVXIVIH7YVZI]SVW
Pertemps Group Ltd
Birmingham Botanical Gardens
Jayne Willetts & Co.
Marks & Clerk LLP
Johnson Fellows
Atkins Limited
0PS]HW87&&MVQMRKLEQ'SQQIVGMEP
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A Town
Jewel
The Reverend Mary Gilbert (left) has been vicar at
7X4EYP´W'LYVGLJSV½ZI]IEVWERHIRNS]WPMZMRKMR
the city because of its vibrant art scene.
±;ILEZIETVIXX]WXVSRKGSRKVIKEXMSRERH[I
are very popular for weddings as it’s a beautiful
GLYVGLERHWUYEVI²WLIWEMH±-VIEPP]QMWWIH
London until I came to Birmingham. It’s a vibrant
ERHFYW]GMX]-EFWSPYXIP]PSZIMX²

Georgian square with
a sense of community
.YWXE½ZIQMRYXI[EPOJVSQ7X4LMPMT´W'EXLIHVEP
and one tram stop from Snow Hill, Birmingham’s
last surviving Georgian Square offers a mix of
trade and tranquillity. Editor Adrian Murphy
and photographer Richard Holman take a look
around …
As a starting point to the industrious Jewellery
Quarter there couldn’t be a more welcoming
setting than St Paul’s Square.
8LMWHVEQEXMGGMX]KVIIRMWWXIITIHMRLMWXSV]
with St Paul’s Church at its heart and is
surrounded by restaurants, bars, businesses,
art galleries and residencies, with a handful
still boasting their original 18th century
architecture.
Built between 1777 and 1779 the church
sits on grassy verges in the middle of three
acres of land donated by Charles Colmore.
Designed by Wolverhampton architect Roger
Eykyn (with the spire added in 1823), it is now
E+VEHI-PMWXIHFYMPHMRK
-RWMHIXLIGLYVGLEVIFVEWWTPEXIW
commemorating the spot where the personal
pews of Birmingham Manufacturer Matthew
Boulton and his Lunar Society peer James
Watt once were and the east window,
depicting the Conversion of St Paul, is the
work of leading Georgian glass painter Francis
Eginton.
More history can be found across the square
in the shape of Birmingham’s oldest members’
club - St Paul’s Club – founded in 1859 and in
XLI+VEHI--PMWXIHFYMPHMRKWSJ2SERH2SW
11-14.
However, still in the main square, is the more
contemporary and lively Jam House nightclub
STIRIHMRF]QYWMGMERERH8:TVIWIRXIV
Jools Holland, a particular draw to St Paul’s
with its high-end acts.
8LIVIEVIQER]IEXIVMIWMREREVSYRHXLIWUYEVI
offering both informal and formal fare such as
the Rope Walk and Saint Café, a smart interior
serving quality coffee and sandwiches.
Just off the square on the corner of Brook Street
and James Street is the Royal Birmingham Society
of Artists, which moved there in 2000 from its
WTMVMXYEPLSQIMR2I[7XVIIX-X[MPPGIPIFVEXIMXW
200 anniversary in 2014.

Further along James Street is Lasan, an award[MRRMRK-RHMERVIWXEYVERX[LMGLLEWE1MGLIPMR
Guide recommendation for 2012.
Many of these businesses are part of the
.I[IPPIV]5YEVXIV(IZIPSTQIRX8VYWX
which recently voted to become a Business
-QTVSZIQIRX(MWXVMGX &-( EKVIIMRKXSTE]
a levy of two per cent, to fund additional
MRZIWXQIRXJSVXLIFIRI½XSJXLIEVIE

'SRRMI;ERGSSVHMREXSVEX
RBSA
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'PSGO[MWIJVSQEFSZI7XVIIXWMKRW+VEHI--PMWXIHRYQFIV8LI6STI[EPO
VIWXEYVERX7X4EYP´W'LYVGLERH4EYP6SFIVXWHITYX]QEREKIV8LI.EQ,SYWI
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